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Abstract
A detailed comparison ofparticle deposition of a female smoker lung compared to a
nonsmoker is vital when trying to gain a further understanding of lung cancer. To make
this comparison, two airway models were created that consisted ofthe oral cavity,




generation. The difference between the two models is in the shape ofthe oral cavity.
The smoker model has an oral cavity that represents the mouth during the inhalation ofa
cigarette and the nonsmoker model represents normal oral breathing. The oral cavity
models were created by scanning a cast. The model ofthe oropharynx, laryngopharynx,
and larynx was created by a medical illustrator based on dimensions from medical
photographs and a cast of this region. The trachea through the
5th
generation was created
by segmenting the 2D cryosectioned images from the Visible Female Dataset and
reconstructing them to create a 3D model. It was determined that the error ofthe
segmentation process was 0.33 mm based on the pixel size of the images. The model was
then smoothed, decimated and trimmed, which incurred no error beyond the
segmentation error.
The airway created was compared to values from the literature and it was found
that overall, the trachea, main bronchi and lobar bronchi, where the data was recorded as
asymmetric, were in best agreement with the asymmetric morphology given by Horsfield




generation, where the dimensions were recorded as
symmetric dimensions, were most closely related to the symmetric data given by Weibel
(1964) and Phalen et al. (1985).
It was determined that this model was a good representation of the population and
a Computational Fluid Dynamic study was preformed. The mesh ofthe smoker model
consisted of 1.42 million cells, where as, the nonsmoker model had 1.41 million cells.
The surface grid was examined by checking the y+ values, and grid convergence was
determined. The turbulent SST k-co solver was used with second order accuracy. The
two models were solved with the same parameters and boundary conditions with the
exception of the inlet velocity magnitude. The smoker model had a velocity magnitude
of9.468 m/s and the nonsmoker had a velocity magnitude of4.962. Velocity contours
and turbulence was higher in the smoker model than in the nonsmoker model.
Total, regional and local deposition was determined for both models by injecting
50,000 inert unit density spheres at the inlet. 45 % ofparticles deposited in the smoker
model, where as, 21 % deposited in the nonsmoker model. Regional deposition showed
that particles were concentrated in the back of the throat, larynx and in the bifurcation
regions. The high percentage ofdeposition in the smoker model could explain the
amount oforal cavity, larynx, lung and bronchi cancer. Also, the limited amount of
deposition in the nonsmoker model shows that more particles travel deeper into the lungs
where more gas exchange occurs and translocation ofparticles to other organs seems
more likely in this case.
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Cancer is responsible for 22.8 % (second leading cause ofdeath) of all deaths in the
United States for all ages. Ofthese cancer deaths, respiratory cancer is responsible for
about 30 % (34 % for males and 30 % for females) ofdeaths for all ages. In a lifetime
males have a 7.63 % (1 in 13) chance to get lung or bronchus cancer and females have a
5.71 % (1 in 18) chance to get lung or bronchus cancer. It was estimated that there would
be 172,570 (79,560 female) new cases of cancer and 163,510 (73,020 female) deaths
from lung and bronchus cancer. This makes up 13 % of all cancers in males and 12 % in
females, and is the leading cause ofdeaths by cancer in males (31 %) and females (27 %)
(Jemal et al., 2005). Cancer is the leading cause ofdeath in women ages 40 to 79 where
lung and bronchus cancer is the leading cancer site in women ages 60 to 79 and the
second leading cancer site in women ages 40 to 59. There has been an increase in the
number ofdeaths from lung and bronchus cancer from 48, 042 in 1989 to 67,509 in 2002
for females, which is not present in the cases ofmale lung cancer (Jemal et al., 2005).
In 2005, it was estimated by the American Cancer Society that there would be
29,370 (10,270 female) new cases oforal cavity cancer and 7,320 (2,410 female) deaths
from oral cavity cancer. This makes up 3 % of all cancers for males
and 2 % ofall
cancers for females. It was also found that there would be 9,880 (1,960 female) new
cases of larynx cancer and 3,770 (810 female) deaths from larynx cancer in 2005.
In a study by Lee et al. (1998) a comparison was made between locations of
cancer and association of cigarette smoking. About the same percentage of all patients
(smoker and non-smoker) in the study had lower lobe (48.7 %) and upper lobe cancer
(46.1 %) out of all possible lung cancer sites. On further breakdown of this data there are
more lower lobe cases of cancer in non-smokers (over 40 % of total lung cancer) than ex-
smokers (about 30 %) or current smokers (about 25 %), and therefore more upper lobe
cancer in current smokers (about 75 %) than ex-smokers (about 69%) and nonsmokers
(about 57 %). Also, when comparing adenocarcinomas (cancer that originates in
glandular tissue) to all other tumors ofthe lung it was found that they make up over 75 %
of all tumors in nonsmokers compared to about 50 % in smokers and ex-smokers.
In a normal smoking study by Mitchell (1962), it was found that more particles
deposit in a female lung (86.9 %) than a male lung (80 %) for a 5 second pause before
inhale. This was also the case for a 30 second pause before inhale (97.5 % for female and
97.3 % male), and for a no inhale case (39.7 % for female and 36.8 % for male).
Clearly there is clinical evidence that a difference exists between male and female
sites of cancer and particle deposition results and sites of cancer in smokers and
nonsmokers. The reasons would be due to physiological differences. However, recent
studies (Oldham and Robinson, 2007) provide evidence to conclude that the differences
may be due to morphology and particle deposition patterns.
1.2 Scope ofResearch/Specific Objectives
The scope ofthis research is limited by the capabilities ofthe computational
software package being used and also by the geometry that was created. This research
included the completion oftwo major goals. First, a realistic airway model was created





Second, a computational fluid dynamic study was performed to predict the difference
between smoker and nonsmoker particle deposition in the airways. The tasks completed
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SolidWorks: Combined the 3 airway models to
create smoker and nonsmoker models
GAMBIT: Performed CAD clean-up, divided
models into 48 zones and created a mesh
Fluent: Performedy+ convergence and mesh
convergence
Fluent: Tested steady state assumption for
smoker model
Fluent: Solved fluid flow
Fluent: Smoker Model
Boundary Conditions:
- 4.962 m/s velocity magnitude at the inlet
- 0 Pa gage pressure at all outlets
- No slip at all walls.
Fluent: Nonsmoker Model
Boundary Conditions:
- 9.468 m/s velocity magnitude at the inlet
- 0 Pa gage pressure at all outlets
- No slip at all walls
Fluent: Solution Parameters
3D double precision segregated implicit solver
- Steady state, constant flow rate
Turbulent SST k-o solver
Second order discretization schemes were used
Fluent: Discrete Phase
50,000 inert unit density spheres were injected randomly
Particle trajectories were solved as steady and uncoupled
Total, regional and local deposition was determined
1.3 Broader Impacts
A detailed comparison in the deposition ofa female smoker lung compared to a
nonsmoker is vital when trying to gain a further understanding of lung cancer. This
research is helpful, when trying to understand this, in two ways. First, it gives techniques
to create a realistic lung model using the tools that are available. Second, it enables
further evaluation of in-vivo data on tumor locations.
Many people are creating realistic lung models; however, there has not been much
evaluation ofthe tools being used and the error and uncertainties produced when using
these techniques. This research gives an overview ofthe tools available for 3D
reconstruction from 2D images, it gives what authors are using these techniques and on
what type of images they are using them on, and the best method to create a 3D lung
model from the Visible Female Dataset.
The Visible Female was chosen to represent the female population from over
3,000 cadavers and has been considered a standard and the reconstructed lung will
therefore represent the standard female lung. Many organs from the Visible Female have
been recreated, however, the lungs have not been.
This research also allows for further examination oftumor locations. A female
lung was reconstructed to show the differences between particle deposition in a male and
a female lung. There have been studies that show that the total deposition in the lung of
human subjects is higher in females than in males. This research will give evidence to be
used to support or oppose this claim.
Two models were created, which represent a smoker and a nonsmoker that will
show the difference between smokers and passive smokers. A comparison between the
total deposition in a smoker compared to a nonsmoker with give insight to the number of
smokers and nonsmokers that get lung cancer every year, and also the different locations
of lung cancer in a smoker compared to a nonsmoker.
Chapter 2




The VHP is part ofthe National Library ofMedicine's (NLM) long term goal to create a
complete three dimensional anatomical model ofa human male and female. In 1990 it
was decided that the NLM would create a digital image library from computerized
tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and photographic images from
cryosectioning ofcadavers to represent a healthy, human male and female. To ensure
that this project would be based on normal, healthy cadavers the State Anatomical Board
(SAB) ofthree states, Colorado, Texas and Maryland, combined their resources to
increase the number ofcadaver donations for the project to 3,000 donations a year. To
begin the selection process, each cadaver went through a screening process which
included a review of available medical records, and an examination of the cadaver's
physical state. Cadavers with infections or metastatic disease, surgery, or any other
condition that could have distorted the cadaver's anatomy were not used for this project.
Cadavers with scars or physical distortions were not used. Also, any cadaver over six feet
tall was eliminated due to limitations ofthe instruments that would later be used. Three
cadavers ofeach sex were chosen as a sample group. Radiographs ofthese cadavers
were taken and ifno abnormalities were found, CT and MRI's were obtained ofeach
region of the body. The Visible Human Selection Panel reviewed the data and the
cadavers for the Visible Human Project were selected. To complete the data set the
cadavers were frozen and photographic images were taken from cryosectioning (Spitzer
etal. 1996).
The Visible Female Dataset (VFD), which consists of 5,189 anatomical images, is
approximately 40 gigabytes in size and was released in 1995
(National Library of
Medicine, 2007). The visible female is based on the body ofan unnamed 59 year old
woman, who has been described as a Maryland housewife who died from a heart attack
(Waldby 2000). The height ofthe visible female can be estimated based on the number of
anatomical images and the spacing between each image (0.33 mm); therefore the height
(includes feet in plantar flexion) of the Visible Female is 172.97 cm (5.67 ft).
There have been some limitations to this data set that are worth noting. First, the
cerebellum presents a herniation through the foramen magnum into the spinal canal and
through the intervertegral space into the space between the recti muscles. Second, the
cadaver was frozen with its feet in plantar flexion and inversion, and its arms in pronation
and flexion so accurate segmentation ofthe hands and the feet in any one cross sectional
plane is extremely difficult. Next, there is a marked hypertrophy ofthe left ventricle, and
there are numerous pericardial/myocardial adhesions along with scars consistent with old
myocardial infarctions. Also, there is severe pericardial thickening which could
significantly interfere with the segmentation ofthe pericardial sac. Finally, there is
atheromatous plaque buildup in the aorta (Quackenbush et al. 1996). None ofthese
limitations interfere with the respiratory tract.
2.2 Background Terminology and Techniques
2.2.1 Image Terminology
In medical imaging, if a single measurement is made at each location in the image, then
the image is called a scalar image, and ifmore than one measurement is made at each
location the image is called a vector or multi-channel image. For example, color images
are three channel images where as black and white images are only two channels. Images
may be acquired in the continuous domain or in discrete space. If an
image is acquired in
2D discrete space, the location ofeach measurement is called a pixel and in 3D images
the location of each measurement is called a voxel (Pham et al. 1998).
Images are a collection ofmeasurements in 2D or 3D space. In medical imaging
these measurements are image intensities and can be radiation absorption in x-ray
imaging, acoustic pressure in ultrasound, radio frequency (RF) signal amplitude in MRI,
or digital photographs in cryosectioning (Pham et al. 1998). The
medical images in the
VHP consist ofCT, MRI, and digital photographs ofthe cadavers.
CT scans are based on the x-ray technique that rotates around the body and
records visual slices through a cross section of the body. This technique is based on the
ability oftissue to absorb radiation (Waldby 2000). CT scans ofthe body have been
available since 1975, but originally they were not considered a technique that was suited
for studying the lungs because ofpartial volume effects (PVE) that were a result from
low resolution. PVE introduces blurring in the spatial resolution, which results in image
intensities that are different than what they should be. Around 1986, improved axial
resolution made High Resolution Computer Tomography (HRCT) possible, but scanner
speed limitations at that time meant that a 1 cm gap between slices was needed to cover
the entire thorax in one breath hold. Over the past decade, this limitation was removed
with the use ofmulti-detector-row scanners that can acquire up to 64 1-mm slices
simultaneously per rotation and each rotation is performed in less than one second
(Sluimer et al. 2006).
CT images for the VHP (Figure 2.1) were captured before the specimen was
frozen on a General Electric High Speed Advantage Scanner (Spitzer et a. 1996).
Transverse images were taken at 1 mm intervals with a pixel resolution of512 by 512
with 12-bits ofgrey tone (National Library ofMedicine, 2007). Although CT images
have good air/tissue contrast, these images do not have high enough resolution to be used.
Figure 2.1: CT image from the VFD
MRI is an electromagnetic technique which realigns hydrogen atoms in the body,
causing them to emit a small electric current. A computer is used to translate this current
into an image. (Waldby 2000)
MRI's for the VHP (Figure 2.2) were captured before the specimen was frozen on
the General Electric 1.5 Tesla Signa Magnetic Resonance Imager. Using the head coil,
images were taken at 1 mm intervals in the axial plane and images with 1 mm spacing in
the coronal plane were obtained for the rest of the body (Spitzer et al. 1996). All MRI's
for the VHP have a pixel resolution of256 by 256 with 12-bits ofgrey tone (National
Library ofMedicine, 2007). These images also do not have high enough resolution to be
used.
Figure 2.2: MR Image from the VFD.
To obtain photographic images from cryosectioning for the VHP (Figure 2.3-2.6)
it required the cadavers to be frozen (-70 C) and sectioned into four blocks; 1) legs,
ankles and feet; 2) thighs and knees; 3) abdomen and pelvis; and 4) head, neck and
thorax. The sectioned cadavers were placed in aluminum molds that were filled with a
gelatin solution that was dyed blue. The gelatin was then frozen with dry ice and the
frozen cadavers were placed in an Ultra Freezer (-85 C) for two days before the
cryosectioning was performed. The cutting was
performed with a milling device that
required a mill operator and a computer operator. After each cut, a digital photograph was
taken and the computer operator confirmed the image before the next cut was made. The
male cadaver was cut at 1 mm intervals while the female was cut at 0.33 mm intervals.
Sectioning the female cadaver at 0.33 mmmade the thickness of each slice equal to the
pixel size, which created cubic voxel's. Approximately 50 cuts were made each day, and
the process took over 4 months for each cadaver. (Spitzer et al. 1996) These images had
a pixel resolution of2048 by 1216 with 24-bits of color and are in RAW format (National
Library ofMedicine, 2007). RAW images have minimally processed data from digital
cameras. These images have the highest resolution ofthe three image types ofthe VHP
and therefore were used. These images are numbered numerically for every 1 mm slice
to match the numbering ofthe Visible Male that was only sliced at 1 mm intervals. The
numerical numbering ofthe VF was divided into a, b, and c within each 1 millimeter slice
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Figure 2.3: Cross sectional view 253 mm from top of head, shows trachea.
Figure 2.4: Cross sectional image 324 mm from top of head, shows trachea and left and right lung
lobes.
Figure 2.5: Cross sectional image 369 mm from top of head, shows left and right main bronchi.
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Figure 2.6: Cross sectional image 443 mm from top ofhead, shows liver and heart
2.2.2 Segmentation Techniques
Image segmentation is the process which takes an original image and divides it into non-
overlapping regions that are homogenous with respect to some user defined
characteristic. For example, in a VF cryosectioned image, segmentation is the process of
identifying and distinguishing the airways from blood vessels and other tissue (Figures
2.7-2.1 1). In the literature it was found that there are four main types ofimage
segmentation that are used for airway segmentation. They are manual tracing (Thiesse et
al. 2005), thresholding (McCollough et al. 2006; Burton et al. 2004; Sera et al. 2003),
edge-based segmentation (Martonen et al. 2001) and region growing (Wood et al. 1993).
Many authors use a hybrid ofthese methods to maximize results. (Fetita et al. 2006;
Flores and Schmitt 2005; Aykac et al. 2003). Each is described below, and a summary is
given in Table 2.1.
Manual tracing (Figure 2.7) methods segment objects from images by using the
mouse to create a boundary around a desired area. This method is advantageous when
dealing with images that do not have high intensity contrast, but is time consuming and
tedious when dealing with large data sets.
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Table 2.1: Summary of lung reconstruction methods from the literature
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Thiesse et al. (2005) manually traced mouse airways on micro-computer
tomography (u-CT) in Pulmonary Analysis
Software Suit (PASS). Then the regions of
interest (ROI) were imported into a professional
3D visualization and modeling software,
Amira, where an incomplete 3D lung model was
constructed. It was not recorded how
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incomplete the reconstructed lung was. It was stated that, the mouse lung model strongly
correlated to the u-CT with differences on average less than 100 microns (Thiesse et at.
2005). 100 microns would not resolve a mouse lung fully.
Figure 2.7: Example of manual tracing in 3D Doctor.
A threshold technique (Figure 2.8) segments scalar images by creating a binary
partition between image intensities. In this procedure intensity values, called thresholds,
are determined by the user to separate the image into desired classes. Then the
segmentation is achieved by grouping all pixels with intensity greater than the threshold
into one class, and all other pixels into another class (Pham et al. 1998).
Figure 2.8: Threshold segmentation in 3D Doctor.
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McCollough et al. (2006) used a threshold technique to reconstruct volumes of
emphysema in the lungs. A threshold technique was suitable for segmenting each image.
However, a 3D reconstruction was not attempted.
Burton et al. (2004) reconstructed the lobes of a human lung from MRI's. A
semi-automatic threshold segmentation technique was used as part ofthe Analyze
software package (Mayo Clinic) to define the right and left lungs. These images were
then constructed into a 3D model. This model was successful in showing the spatial
orientation of the lungs (Burton et al. 2004). Individual airways were not reconstructed.
Sera et al. (2003) also used a threshold technique to segment the airways of lungs.
However, in this study excised mouse airways were used. After removing the lungs from
a mouse the lung tissue was dyed and u-CT scans were taken. A threshold method was
performed with a 3D computer graphics and imaging processing system, Visualization
Toolkit (Kitware, Inc.) and a 3D model was constructed. This method proved useful
when examining small airways (500 to 150 um or generations 6-16) and has
physiological and clinical implications; however, this method (excising and dying lungs)
is not applied to humans (Sera et al. 2003).
Edge-based segmentation creates boundaries around objects that have
distinguishable texture or color. An example ofedge based segmentation is shown in
Figure 2.9.
Figure 2.9: Edge based segmentation in 3D Doctor.
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Martonen et al. (2001) used an edge-based segmentation technique to segment
airways from digital pictures. A silicone rubber impression ofa medical school teaching
model of the human head and throat was made and sliced into 2 mm serial sections.
These sections were then scanned and the outline contours were digitized and used to
reconstruct the airways to create a 3D model (Martonen et al. 2001).
Region growing (Figure 2.10) is a technique that segments an image based on
pixel connectivity or some predefined criteria. The criterion used in this method is
determined by the user and can be based on intensity information and/or edges in the
image. A seed point is manually chosen by the user based on this criterion and then a
region is extracted that includes all pixels connected to the initial seed with the same
intensity value (Pham et al. 1998).
Figure 2.10: Example of region growing in 3D Doctor.
Wood et al. (1993) used a seeded region growing technique to segment the
airways of the lower left lobe ofdog lungs from HRCT. The results ofthis study found
that the cross sectional area ofairways was underestimated, but howmuch was not
recorded. However, this method proved to be successful when used as a basis
for
determining the central axis, which calculations
ofcross sectional area, segment length,
and branching angle can be determined (Wood et al.
1993).
Many authors us a hybrid technique to
segment images. A hybrid method (Figure
2.1 1) combines any ofthe other four
methods provided above. Fetita et al. (2006)
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combined 2D segmentation with 3D region growing techniques to extract the airways of
the lung from CT images. The 2D segmentation consisted of code that marked each
bronchus, contour extraction ofthe bronchi walls and final image segmentation. This
was then combined with 3D region growing to increase the number of airways that were
detected and to obtain smoother edges during reconstruction. This method was found to
be robust with respect to various pathologies (Fetita et al 2006).
Figure 2.11: Edge based segmentation with manual tracing in 3D Doctor.
Flores and Schmitt (2005) combined local thresholding with region growing
methods to segment the pulmonary artery and the pulmonary vein from the cryosection
color images ofthe lungs from the Visible Male data set. Their results concluded that
reconstruction from 2D local thresholding provided an acceptable model, but using a
region growing segmentation technique was proven to be a superior method.
Aykac et al. (2003) used region growing and thresholding as segmentation
techniques on CT images to reconstruct the airways of the lungs. Region growing was
found to best segment the trachea, where as a threshold method was found to work the
best for the rest ofthe airways.
2.2.3 Evaluation of Software
3D reconstruction is the process of stacking 2D segmented images to create a 3D image
or model. In the literature many authors created their own code to segment medical
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images for 3D reconstruction, but many commercial software packages are now able to
produce the same reconstructions.
When evaluating reconstruction software, it is important to consider four main
criteria: file input type, file output type, segmentation methods, and cost. File input type
is important because the software should be compatible with the photographic images
from the VFD. File output type is imperative because this file will be imported into a
computational fluid dynamic (CFD) software package for flow and particle deposition
modeling and would have to represent an actual volume, not just a 3D graphical image.
A broad range of segmentation methods would be desired to maximize the quality ofthe
reconstructed volume. A summary ofavailable packages and evaluation relative to the
reconstruction software requirements are given in Table 2.2.
Many 3D reconstruction software packages that were evaluated were immediately
ruled out because they did not meet the four criteria mentioned. Etdips, ImageJ, MRIcro,
Viatronix-V3D Explorer, Visage RT Image Reconstruction and Vitrea can only export
3D graphical images and therefore were no longer considered. VGStuido Max would
cost over $30,000 for a single license so it was also not considered. The software
packages that did fill the four requirements were evaluated further.
Amira (Mercury Computer Systems, 2006) is a state-of-the-art visualization and
volume modeling software package for medical imaging and modeling. Powerful
automatic and interactive segmentation tools allow for the processing of3D image
information in file formats such as Initial Graphics Exchange Specifications (IGES),
Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM), Tagged Image File Format
(TIFF), Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG), RAW and others. After 3D
reconstruction of2D images, files can be exported as TIFF, JPEG, RAW, DICOM, and
more. A yearly license ofAmira can be purchased
for $3,438. A trial version ofAmira
was downloaded and segmentation and 3D reconstruction ofthe VFD was attempted.
Amira mainly uses a threshold technique
for segmentation which is based on the image
intensity contrast. The color images ofthe VFD have poor image contrast when
concerning the air tissue contrast
between the walls and the air inside the lungs. For this
reason, segmentation ofthe airways was
unsuccessful and Amira was no longer
considered.
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Table 2.2: Reconstruction Software Requirements
Reconstruction Software Requirements
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Yes Yes unknown unknown
(Vitrea) DICOM Yes Yes
DICOM unknown
Mimics (Materialise, 2006) is used for 3D processing and editing on 2D scanner
data. Mimics can import files types such as, DICOM, JPEG and any other 2D stacks.
This software has a range of segmentation tools which allow for the selection of a region
of interest. Within a few steps, this part can be transformed into a 3D model where real
time rotation, pan, zoom and transparency functions can be applied. 3D models can be
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exported as American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) Standard
Tessellation Language (STL), Binary STL, Drawing Exchange Format (DXF), Virtual
Reality Modeling Language (VRML), and point cloud. An annual license ofMimics can
be purchased starting at $12,000. A trial version ofMimics was not available at the time
ofevaluation, and after considering the price ofthe product Mimics was eliminated from
consideration.
3D Doctor (Able Software Corp., 2006) is an advanced 3D modeling, image
processing and measurement software for MRI, CT, microscopy, scientific and many
other medical imaging applications. This software supports both grayscale and color
images stored in a variety of formats including; DICOM, TIFF, JPEG, RAW, and many
others. 3D Doctor offers manual tracing, edge based segmentation, thresholding and
region growing as segmentation techniques. After segmentation of these file formats, 3D
reconstruction can be performed where surface models and volume rendering can be
performed in real time. 3D Doctor can export polygonal mesh models in STL, DFX,
IGES, OBJ, and many other file formats. As a post processing operation, 3D Doctor can
calculate 3D volumes, make other 3D measurements, and can re-slice the model easily
along any arbitrary axis. 3D Doctor is available for $2,400 per annual license. A trial
version of 3D Doctor was downloaded and segmentation ofthe blood vessels ofthe liver
was performed and a first approximation 3D reconstruction was successfully created
from the VFD (Figure 2.12). Edge based segmentation was used while testing the trial
version to reconstruct the blood vessels of the liver. For these reasons 3D Doctor was
chosen to be used for this research.
Figure 2.12: Fully automated segmentation and reconstruction of the blood vessels of the liver from
the VFD.
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2.3 Creation of the Visible Female (VF) Model
2.3.1 Segmenting the VF
The color images from cryosectioning of the VFD were imported into 3D Doctor as
RAW images. Before starting any segmentation techniques, the images must be
calibrated which means the voxel size and slice thickness must be defined in 3D Doctor.
This ensures that the 3D model will have the correct scale in all three dimensions. The
VF was sliced at 0.33 mm intervals so that the slice thickness would be equal to the pixel
size. This results in a cubic voxel where each dimension is equal to 0.33 mm.
Prior to the segmentation, an interpolation contrast option was turned on and all
the VF files were converted to grayscale using 3D Doctor. The interpolation contrast
option results in a much smoother image. The interpolation contrast option uses a nearest
neighbor algorithm to create a fine display for the region of interest. Using the
interpolation contrast option increases the accuracy ofmanual segmentation; however, it
does not actually change the pixel size so there is no increase in accuracy when using
automated segmentation. This increases the accuracy ofthe segmentation process by
allowing the operator to select a point within a pixel. The contrast of
grayscale images
can be changed to increase the contrast between the air and the tissue ofthe lung airways,
but the color image contrast is not adjustable and therefore grayscale images were used.
The change in contrast is a visual aid only; it does not permanently change the pixel
intensity of each image. These visual enhancements are useful when manually editing the
automated segmentation methods.
Each segmentation method offered in 3D Doctor was tested on the cryosectioned
images ofthe VFD. It was found that using edge based segmentation coupled with
manual tracing produced the best results for the
entire lung region (Figure 2.13). To
segment the VF, edge based segmentation was performed
followed by manual
segmentation editing. Edge based segmentation relies on distinguishable colors or
textures between objects in an image to create boundaries. In the cryosectioned images
ofthe VFD there is not high contrast between the air and the surrounding lung tissue.
Because ofthe lack in contrast, when the edge based segmentation was performed, some
incomplete boundaries were created. Each airway boundary was examined and edited
when needed using manual
tracing.
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Figure 2.13: Segmented slices using edge based segmentation and manual tracing, (a) Segmentation
of trachea, (b) Segmentation ofLMB and RMB. (c) and (d) Segmentation of the LMB and RMB as
they bifurcate into the lobar bronchi.
To quantify the error ofthe segmentation methods used to create the VF model
the pixel size ofthe images was examined. The images in the VFD have a pixel
resolution of2048 by 1216 which results in a pixel size of0.33 mm as shown in Figure
2.14. This pixel size would result in an error of 0.33 mm around the circumference of
the airway, or 0.66 mm error in the diameter. It can be determined that the diameter
error with the interpolation contrast turned on would be at most 0.33 mm because the
segmentation no longer follows the edge ofeach pixel, instead edges ofboundaries can
cut through a pixel at any location (Figure 2.15). As the number of generations increase,
the size ofeach airway decreases (Figure 2.16) and therefore only up to the
7th
generation
can be segmented with any accuracy. After generation 7 the segmentation error could be
15%, however only up to the
5th
(less than 10% error) generation was included in the final
model.
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Figure 2.14: Edge based segmentation of model with interpolation contrast option turned off. Each
square represents a pixel.





























































Figure 2.16: Weibel (1964) diameters for each generation. Diameter units are in mm. Highlighted
generations are the airways that were segmented to create the VF model.
2.3.2 3D Reconstruction
Along with the ability of 3D Doctor to segment images, it is capable ofreconstructing the
2D images to create a 3D model. The way 3D surfaces and volumes are created in 3D
Doctor are shown in Figure 2.17. 3D Doctor is capable of surface and volume rendering.
Surface rendering creates polygon-based 3D surface models from defined object
boundaries. These are created by connecting boundaries from all image slices. 3D
Doctor can measure the volume and the surface area ofthis model. These files can be
exported as DXF, IGES, STL, and OBJ. Volume rendering creates a 3D display using
the 3D image and the defined object boundaries. These models can be exported as an
XYZ file, where each voxel location is stored as a point.
After the VFD was segmented, a 3D surface model was reconstructed and
exported as an OBJ file (Figure 2.18). The reconstructed VF model consists of the
trachea (beginning just below the larynx) and airways up to the
3rd
to 7 generation. As
seen in Figure 2.18, many of the peripheral airways were incomplete
or unrealistic, and










3D surface model is created
by connecting boundaries
from al image sices
Figure 2.17: 3D Doctor (Abies Software Corp., 2006) Summary ofhow to make a 3D model.
Figure 2.18: 3D stack of2D slices in 3D Doctor.
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2.3.3 VP-Sculpt
After the Visible Female model was created in 3D Doctor, the file was exported in
Wavefront format OBJ and imported into VP-Sculpt (VP-Sculpt, 2001) for further
processing. VP-Sculpt is used for interactive computer-aided editing and free-form
sculpting of3D polygonal mesh surface models. Editing and sculpting can be applied to
individual vertices or facets, to free-form user selected areas, or to an entire model.
Operations that can be performed are selective smoothing, roughening, stretching,
decimation, and refinement. VP-Sculpt was used to smooth the model, delete incomplete
branches and to decimate the model.
In smoothing operations, a vertex is replaced by an average of its own coordinates
and the coordinates ofall of its neighbor vertices. Smoothing was performed with a value
ofone, which implies that the neighbors are weighted the same as the vertex. This was
performed to decrease the variations on the surface from the segmentation process.
Figure 2.19 still shows surface variations along the airways after the smoothing was
performed, but it can be determined that these variations are not an artifact ofthe
segmentation process because the surface variations occur over intervals that are larger
than the distance between each slice.
Figure 2.19: The VF model a) before smoothing and b) after smoothing.
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Branches were trimmed based on generation number, completeness and how
realistic they appeared. Branches beyond the
5th
generation that were reconstructed were
trimmed due to the size ofthe airway and the size ofthe segmentation error (at least 10%
error). Airways in the vertical direction were more complete than airways in the
horizontal plane because ofthe orientation of the slices. The cross sections ofvertical
airways were segmented; where as the lengths ofhorizontal airways were segmented so
the slice spacing of0.33 mm had a larger effect on airways parallel to the segmentation
plane. This resulted in more vertical airways in the final model. Trimming ofother
branches occurred based on how realistic the airway appeared. Ifa branch appeared to
increase in diameter as they extended peripherally or ifa branch extended at an angle that
seemed unrealistic the airway was trimmed. The trimming ofunrealistic branches
occurred on a visual basis only. This resulted in a model that extended 3-5 generations.
Decimation reduces the number ofvertices and facets within a model by
removing and patching over vertices that contribute very little to the curvature ofthe
surface. This reduces the size of the model and increases the manipulation speed while
retaining sufficient detail. The vertices that contribute the least to the surface curvature
and detail are removed first and decimation continues until the desired reduction level is
achieved. The decimation technique used in VP-Sculpt is based on the algorithm
presented Schroeder et al. (1992). Decimation needed to be carried out so that the model
could be imported into SolidWorks. SolidWorks has a limitation on the number of
surfaces or points that can be imported for a model. This limitation exists because of
memory constraints. The VF model was decimated gradually
until the file could be
opened in SolidWorks from 28,066 vertices to 9,468 vertices and from 56,152 facets to
18,932 facets (Figure 2.20). Figure 2.21 shows the final VF model in VP-Sculpt.
2.3.4 SolidWorks
SolidWorks (SolidWorks Corporation, 2006) is a 3D computer-aided design (CAD)
software package. Since VP-Sculpt can only be applied to surface models, SolidWorks
was used to convert the 3D surface model into a closed volume or solid model (Figure
2.22). It was also used to create flat surfaces perpendicular to the airways for each inlet
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Figure 2.20: Effects of decimation after all other operations were
applied on the surface of the VF
model, (a) Point cloud before decimation, (b)
Point cloud after decimation, (c) Surface rendering
before decimation, (d) Surface rendering after decimation.
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Figure 2.19: Visible Female model after smoothing, trimming and decimation. Anterior view (Left),
Sagittal (Center), Posterior view (Right)
Figure 2.22: Visible Female Model in SolidWorks after the inlet and outlets were trimmed. Anterior
view (Left), Sagittal (Center), Posterior view (Right)
Figure 2.23: SolidWorks model showing trimmed outlets.
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2.4 Compare VF Model to Cryosectioned Images
To quantify any error created during smoothing, decimation and file conversions, the VF
model was measured in solid works and compared to the cryosectioned images in three
places (0 mm, 50 mm and 90 mm from the top ofthe model). Based on the image
number a distance from the top ofthe model can be determined. The first image used for
the VF model was #1247a which would be considered 0 mm from the top ofthe model.
The second level that was compared was image #1297a which is 150 slices from the first
image used or 50 mm from the top ofthe model. The third level that was compared was
image #1 157 which is 270 images from the first image used or 90 mm from the top ofthe
model.
At the first level, a measurement was made anteroposteriorly (Figure 2.24). A
straight line was measured starting at the most posterior tip and ending directly vertical at
the anterior edge ofthe glottis opening. The measurement from 3D Doctor was 15.33
mm and 15.06 mm from SolidWorks. These values are 0.27 mm (1.76%) different,
which is smaller than the segmentation error.
Although there may not be any dimensional losses, the right edge ofthe glottis
opening in Figure 2.24 shows some losses from the smoothing and decimation process
and file conversion. A smooth curve was created during the segmentation process and
after smoothing and decimation only a few points represented the same curve, which
resulted in a jagged curve. Horizontal lines could not be measured because the same
known placement could not be measured in both 3D Doctor and SolidWorks.
An anteroposterior (vertical) and transverse (horizontal) measurement were made
at the second level (Figure 2.25). The anteroposterior measurement in 3D Doctor was
14.33 mm and 14.48 mm in SolidWorks. These values are 0.15 mm (1.05%) different,
which is smaller than the segmentation error. The transverse measurement in 3D Doctor
was 19.51 mm and 19.45 mm in SolidWorks. These values are 0.06 mm different, which
is smaller than the segmentation error.
At the third level, a transverse measurement was made (Figure 2.26). The 3D
Doctor value was 22.24 mm and the SolidWorks value was 22.54 mm. These values
have a 0.30 mm (1.35%) difference which is smaller than the segmentation error.
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All measurements made in SolidWorks are less than 0.33 mm (segmentation
error) different than the measurements made in 3D Doctor (Figures 2.22-24).
Measurements made in SolidWorks connected two selected points in a straight line. The
same technique was used in 3D Doctor. The only error in this measurement technique
would result from selecting an incorrect point. For this reason, it can be determined that
any error created during these processes were smaller than that caused by the initial
segmentation based on pixel size.
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Figure 2.24: Glottis opening with dimensions shown. Left is in SolidWorks (0
mm from top of VF
model) and the right is in 3D Doctor (image #1247a). Top of image is anterior and bottom of image is
posterior.
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Figure 2.2520: Midclavicular level with transverse (horizontal) and anteroposterior (vertical)
diameters shown. The left is in SolidWorks (50 mm from top ofmodel) and the right is in 3D Doctor
(image #1 297a). Top of image is posterior and bottom of image is anterior.
Figure 2.26: Start of the first bifurcation with dimensions shown. The left is in SolidWorks (90 mm
from top of model) and the right is in 3D Doctor (image #1157a). Top of image is posterior and
bottom of image is anterior.
2.5 Summary
The VF model that was created consisted ofthe trachea (generation 0) through generation
5. The VF model was created by first segmenting the cryosectioned images from the
VFD and reconstructing the 2D slices to create a 3D model. The model then smoothed,
decimated and trimmed in VP-Sculpt. It was then brought into SolidWorks where the
model was further trimmed and converted to a solid model.
The VF cryosectioned images were used to create a 3D female tracheobronchial
model. Segmentation techniques and software were reviewed to determine appropriate
methods. Edge based segmentation coupled with manual tracing was used in 3D Doctor.





generation was not segmented based on the error
ofthe segmentation process. The error ofthe segmentation method was determined to be
0.33 mm based on the pixel size of the images.
The model was then brought into VP-Sculpt where it was smoothed, decimated
and trimmed. The model was smoothed to decrease the variations on the surface ofthe
model from the segmentation process. Decimation was perfomed to decrease the amount
ofverticies and facets to import the model into SolidWorks. The model was decimated
from 28,066 vertices and 56,152 facets to 9,468 vertices and 18,932 facets. Branches
were trimmed based on generation number, completeness and how realistic they
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appeared. Branches beyod the
5th
generation were trimmed based on the size of the
airway and segmentation error. Branches that appeared to increase in diameter as they
extended peripherally or that exteded at an angle that seemed unrealistic were trimmed.
This resulted in a model that consisted of 3 to 5 generations.
The VF model was imported into SolidWorks to convert the model to a solid
model, create outlets perpendicular to airways and to measure the model. The
dimensions ofthe model were compared to the origonal 2D cryosectioned images. The
dimensions were compared in 3 places and it was determined that any error during
processes VP-Sculpt and SolidWorks were smaller than that caused by the initial
segmentation based on pixel size.
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Chapter 3
Verification of the Visible Female Model
3.1 Literature Review ofExisting Lung Mophometry 's
Lung morphometry is not a newly studied field; however, in the past 50 years there have
been several accepted morphometries that have been widely used. Table 3.1 gives a
summary ofthe morphometry studies from the literature.
Weibel (1964) analyzed the bronchial tree of five subjects ranging in age from 8
to 74 years old. Lung casts were approximated to be at a degree of inflation of three-
fourths ofthe maximum inflation, or three-fourths total lung capacity. The lung was
divided into 23 generations starting at the trachea and dichotomous branching was
assumed. Every airway from generation 0-5 was measured completely and incomplete
measurements were taken to generation 10. With this data, Weibel averaged
corresponding airways to provide symmetric morphometry which gives the number of
airways per generation, airway length and diameter for each generation, total cross
sectional area per generation, total volume per generation, and cumulative volume.
Horsfield and Cumming (1968) studied the complete lung ofa 25 year old male
who had died from renal failure complicating diabetes mellitus. It was found in a pilot
study that a detailed study ofone pair of lungs would
yield more information than an
incomplete study of several lungs. A resin cast was made of
the lungs when filled to a
volume of five liters. Every airway larger than 0.7 mm was measured completely, and all
others were measured by a sampling technique. To show asymmetry generations were
labeled from below upward, where the most peripheral branch is considered generation
zero. With this data, Horsfield and Cumming were able to provide asymmetric
morphometry of the lungs where the
numbers of airways per generation, airway length
and airway diameter per generation
are given.
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Horsfield et al. (1971) created morphometric models ofthe human bronchial tree
based on the complete lung cast ofa 25 year old male. All airways were measured down
to branches smaller than 0.7 mm diameter, and a sample ofairways smaller than 0.7 mm
diameter were measured. The information was analyzed using a computer and two
mathematical models ofthe bronchial tree were created. These models stressed
asymmetry, where the asymmetry was represented in an average manner at every
dichotomy. In model 1, each lobe was considered separately, where in model 2 each
bronchopulmonary segment was considered separately. Airway diameters and lengths
were given for each airway in each model.
Yeh and Schum (1980) created a typical path lung model based on measurements
from a silicone rubber replica cast ofthe human tracheobronchial airways. The cast was
obtained from a 60 year old male who weighed 80 kg. He died from myocardial
infarction, and no abnormalities in the lung were observed. Each airway with a diameter
larger than 3 mm was measured and 20% ofall other airways were measured. Airway
lengths and diameters are given for each airway in a typical lung path, where all
dimensions are believed to correspond to a lung inflated equal to the total lung capacity.
Hofmann (1982) created a mathematical model based on Weibel morphology
(1964) to represent the growth ofthe lungs while aging. The postnatal growth ofthe
lungs was divided into two periods. Birth to 8 years old is characterized by the formation
ofnew respiratory airways and the growth ofnew alveoli. From 8 years onward the
structural development of the lungs is completed and growth occurs only in linear
dimensions. Experimental data was collected and fitted to analytical functions by a
multiregressional procedure. Functions were then made that represent the trachea length
and diameter, main bronchi length and diameter, the diameter ofrespiratory airways,
alveoli diameter, number of alveoli, and total lung volume based on a persons age
(Hofmann 1982).
Mehta and Myat (1984) studied 100 adult male and 100 adult female tracheal
specimens from non-intubated patients. Specimens were preserved in 10% formalin and
stored in individual containers to prevent any gravitational change in shape. Each
specimen was examined within one week from autopsy. The average age of the cadavers
used was 68, the average weight was 64.8 kg and the average height was 164.5 cm. Six
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distinct tracheal cross-sectional shapes were observed. In order ofmost common they are
elliptical, C-shaped, U-shaped, D-shaped, triangular and circular. A direct correlation of
tracheal shape and sex was observed. 45% offemale tracheas were elliptical and 38%
were C-shaped, while 33% ofmale tracheas were U-shaped and 21% were elliptical. The
female mean tracheal circumference was 57.65 mm and the male mean tracheal
circumference was 68.75 mm. No diameters were recorded.
Vock et al. (1984) studied the tracheal morphology of25 men and 25 women
through the use ofCT scans at the thoracic inlet (level one), the supracarinal level (level
tow) and halfway between the two (level three). The cross sectional areas at these three
levels were measured and averaged. The average cross sectional area for the male
subjects was 267
mm2
(95% range 189 mm2-345 mm2) at level one, 268
mm2
(95% range
188 mm2-348 mm2) at level 2, and 282
mm2
(95% range 208 mm2-356 mm2) at level 3.
For the women subjects it was 188
mm2
(95% range 120 mm2-256 mm2) at level one, 198
mm2
(95% range 126 mm2-270 mm2) at level two, and 196
mm2
(95% range 124 mm2-
264 mm2) at level three.
Phalen et al. (1985) examined the tracheobronchial airways oftwenty subjects
varying in age from eleven days to twenty one years and varying in height from 48 cm to
190 cm. Twelve ofthese subjects were male and eight were female. None of the
subjects had lung disease or died from anything that would alter the lung structure. Casts
were made and every airway down to the third generation was measured and then only
each airway in the path to a terminal bronchiole in the upper lobe ofeach cast was
measured. Equations were provided that determine the lengths and diameters ofairways
at each generation based on an individuals height.
Griscom and Wohl (1986) studied the dimensions of the growing trachea by
examining the CT scans of 130 patients ranging in age from birth to twenty years.
Patients below the age of six were scanned at low lung volumes and all others were
scanned at or near total lung capacity. There were 59 female subjects and 71 male
subjects. A table was provided for the average tracheal length (measured from the vocal
cords to carina), the average anteroposterior diameters, average transverse diameters,
average cross sectional area, and volume ofthe trachea for every two year interval from
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zero to twenty for males and females. Diameter measurements were taken at each section
and averaged.
Eberle et al. (1999) used CT scans to examine the upper airways of the lungs of
49 living patients who routinely acquired preoperative thoracic spiral CT scans. Thirty-
one patients were male and eighteen patients were female. The patients varied in age
from seven years to eighty-three years, in height from 107 cm to 189 cm, and in weight
from 14 kg to 1 18 kg. Three dimensional image reconstruction of individual
tracheobronchial anatomy was performed from the CT scans. The diameters, lengths and
angles from the tracheal axis ofthe first two generations were measured and averaged.
These averages were also broken down into male and female averages.
Olivier et al. (2006) studied the tracheal diameter and left main bronchus of206
living patients where 101 were male and 105 were female. The average age ofthe
patients was 60 years, the average male height was 172 cm, the average female height
was 161 cm, the average male weight was 74 kg, and the average female weight was 62
kg. All patients underwent a CT scan for medical investigation or preoperative
evaluation. A multi-plane reconstruction was performed on each CT scan ofthe upper
tracheobronchial tree. Measurements ofthe trachea diameter and left bronchus diameter
were performed in three dimensions. Averages are given for male and female transverse
and anteroposterior trachea diameters at the midclavicular level. Left bronchus diameters
are also given.
3.2 Measurements of the VF Model Compared to Literature
Diameters and lengths of each airway in the Visible Female model were measured. The
airway lengths were only measured once for each airway starting at the parent branch and
ending at the start ofthe next bifurcation (Figure 3.2). Planes were created perpendicular
to each airway in the bifurcation region which created a triangle. The boundaries ofthe
triangles that were created represent the start or an end to each airway. Length
measurements were taken from one triangle boundary to another. The lengths ofairways
that are considered outlets to the Visible Female model were not measured because the
length of incomplete airway's can not be determined.
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Figure 3.2: Shows where length dimensions were measured to and from.
Multiple measurements were made ofthe airway diameters because the airways
are neither circular nor uniform. Cross sectional measurements ofdiameters were made
at three places along the airway length for airway lengths larger than 40 mm, at two
places for airway lengths larger than 12 mm, and at one place for all other airways. At
each cross section multiple diameter measurements were made (Figure 3.3). In the
Trachea and Main Bronchi transverse and anteroposterior diameters were measured,
where as in the smaller airways a long and a short diameter were measured. A long
diameter is the longest possible diameter ofa certain cross section and a short diameter is
the corresponding diameter that bisects the long diameter. Also, a diameter for a circle
with the same cross sectional area is given, and a diameter of a circle with the same
perimeter as the cross section is given for each cross section.
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Figure 3.3: Shows transverse and anteroposterior diameters (Left) and long and short diameters
(Right). Top ofFigure = front or anterior, Bottom ofFigure = back or posterior.
When comparing the VF model to the lung morphometry from the literature there
are a few limitations that are worth noting. The VF model is based on a female lung,
where as many mophometries from the literature (Weibel (1964), Horsfield and
Cumming (1968), Horsfield et al. (1971), and Yeh and Schum (1980), and Hoffman
(1982)), are based on male lungs. There are symmetric lung morphometries (Weibel
(1964), Yeh and Schum (1980), Hoffman (1982), and Phalen et al. (1985)) and
asymmetric lung morphometries (Horsfield and Cumming (1968), Horsfield et al. (1971),
Griscom and Wohl (1986), Eberle et al. (1999), and Oliver et al. (2006)) given in the
literature. The VF dimensions are given asymmetrically for the trachea through the lobar
bronchi, and symmetrically from the second generation to the fifth generation. The data
recorded for the VF model is based on an individual's lung. Data recorded by Horsfield
and Cumming (1968), Horsfield et al (1971), and Yeh and Schum (1980) are also based
on an individual's lung. Comparing dimensions ofairways between two individuals could
give skewed results. Other recorded data is based on averages of 5-200 subjects. Also,
the morphometry given by Phalen et al. (1985) is based on equations that uses an
individuals height to determine the lengths and diameters ofairways. The height ofthe
VF is not recorded and was estimated based on the number ofcryosectioned images. The
height ofthe VF includes the feet in planar flexion (pointed toes). This could cause slight
discrepancies in the comparisons ofthese dimensions. Average measurements ofeach
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airway were compared to dimensions given in the literature. The anteroposterior,
transverse, equivalent area and equivalent perimeter diameters were averaged to represent
the diameter of each airway for the VF model.
3.2.1 Trachea
The diameter and length measurements for the trachea are given in Table 3.2. The
trachea length (98.651 mm) was measured starting just after the glottis opening and
ending just before the first bifurcation (as illustrated in figure 3.2). This measurement
was only taken once and the length is given for a straight line. Because ofthe variation of
the diameter along the length ofthe trachea, the diameter was measured across three
cross sections. The first cross section was at the start ofthe trachea, the second in the
center ofthe airway, and the third at the end ofthe trachea (see figure 3.2). An
anteroposterior, transverse, equivalent area and equivalent perimeter diameter were
measured at each cross section. Each diameter was averaged over the three different
cross sections. There is a 6.208 mm (32.6%) difference between the average
anteroposterior diameter (12.843 mm) and the transverse diameter (19.051 mm) due to
the
'D'
shaped cross section ofthe trachea. The equivalent area (16.278 mm) and
perimeter (17.799 mm) diameters are only 1.521 mm (8.5%) different.





is the anteroposterior diameter, Area
'd'
is the diameter of a circle with equivalent
area, and Perimeter
'd'







Measurement 1 16.13 14.02 15.74 16.18
Measurement 2 19.95 14.23 17.34 18.85
Measurement 3 21.07 10.28 15.75 18.37
Average= 19.05 12.84 16.28 17.80
Length= 98.65
The VF trachea diameter dimensions (Table 3.3) have an average diameter of 16.49 mm.
The average diameter is only 3.06 % different than the asymmetric diameter (16 mm)
recorded by Horsfield and Cumming (1968) and Horsfield et al. (1971). The
anteroposterior diameter ofthe VF model falls within a standard deviation of the average
anteroposterior diameter (14.2 mm) ofa female lung given by Griscom and Wohl (1986).
The transverse diameter ofthe VF model is larger than all recorded average transverse
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diameters from the literature. However, both the anteroposterior (12.48 mm) and
transverse (19.05 mm) diameters ofthe VF model fall within the range ofdiameters
(transverse 12-20 mm, anteroposterior 8-24 mm) recorded by Eberle et al. (1999).
The VF tracheal length was found to be 98.65 mm. This dimension is very
similar (1.35% difference) to tracheal lengths given by Horsfield and Cumming (1968),
Horsfield et al. (1971), and Yeh and Schum (1980) where the length is given as 100 mm.
Inconsistencies in lengths between the VF model and lengths given by Weibel (1964),
Hofmann (1982), and Phalen et al. (1999) could be due to how the airway was measured,
but the methods used were not recorded. Griscom and Wohl (1986) measured the trachea
from the vocal cords to the carina (118 mm). When measuring the trachea ofthe VF
model between these two points the length is 1 16.41 mm, which falls within one standard
deviation recorded by Griscom and Wohl (1986).
Values other than airway length and diameter are recorded in the literature.
Mehta and Myat (1984) observed six different tracheal shapes in 200 cadavers. Most
studies did not specify the shape ofthe trachea that was measured. According to Mehta
and Myat (1984) terminology the VF tracheal shape is asymmetrical D shaped, where the
transverse diameter is larger than the anteroposterior diameter. In the study by Mehta and
Myat (1984) 6% of females had a
'D'
shaped trachea. Based on the dimensions given by
Griscom and Wohl (1986), and Oliver et al. (2006) the tracheal shapes they measured
would be U shaped (according to Mehta and Myat (1984)), where the transverse diameter
is shorter than the anteroposterior diameter. In the study by Mehta and Myat (1984) 10%
offemales had a
'U'
shaped trachea. The tracheal shape ofEberle et al. would be
circular (according to Mehta and Myat (1984)), where the transverse diameter is equal to
the anteroposterior diameter. In the study by Mehta and Myat (1984) 1% of females had
a circular shaped trachea.
Mehta and Myat (1984) gave the mean tracheal circumference of a female lung as
57.65 mm. The mean tracheal circumference ofthe VF model is 56.08 mm which is only
2.7% different. Vock et al. (1984) gave the mean cross sectional area of25 female
trachea's as 194 mm2. The mean cross sectional area ofthe VF trachea is 208.66 mm2.
The VF cross sectional area is larger; however, it falls within the range given by Vock et




Table 3.3: Tracheal dimensions from the literature compared to measurements from the VF model
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?denotes symmetric lung models
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3.2.2 Main Bronchi
The diameter and length measurements for the left main bronchus (LMB) and right main
bronchus (RMB) are given in Table 3.4 and 3.5. The LMB length (47.73 mm) was
measured starting just after the first bifurcation and ending just before the second
bifurcation (Figure 3.4). The length ofthe LMB was measured along an arc due to the
curvature of the airway. Because of the variation ofthe diameter along the length ofthe
LMB, the diameter was measured across three cross sections, one at the start ofthe
airway, one in the center ofthe airway and one just before the second bifurcation. At
each cross section an anteroposterior, a transverse, an equivalent area and an equivalent
perimeter diameter were measured and then averaged for the three cross sections. There
is a 5.39 mm (43.2%) difference between the average anteroposterior (7.09 mm) and
transverse (12.48 mm) diameters due to the
'D'
shaped cross section ofthe airway. The
equivalent area (9.53 mm) and perimeter (10.48 mm) diameters are only 0.95 mm (9.1%)
different.
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Figure 3.4: Left Main Bronchus Length (47.73 mm)
Table 3.4:Summary of LMB measurements. All units are in mm. Tr
'd'
is the transverse diameter,
Ap
'd'
is the anteroposterior diameter, Area
'd'
is the equivalent area diameter, and Perimeter
'd'
is







Measurement 1 12.86 8.71 10.79 11.50
Measurement 2 10.94 6.53 8.65 9.58
Measurement 3 13.65 6.03 9.15 10.36
Average= 12.48 7.09 9.53 10.48
Length= 47.73
The RMB length (26.00 mm) was measured as a straight line starting just after the
first bifurcation and ending just before the second bifurcation. Due to the variation ofthe
diameter along the length ofthe RMB, the diameter was measured across two cross
sections. One cross section was at the start ofthe airway and the second was just before
the second bifurcation. At each cross section an anteroposterior, transverse, area based
and perimeter based diameter were measured and then averaged for the two cross
sections. The diameter and length measurements are given in Table 3.5. The average
anteroposterior (9.47 mm) and transverse (16.94 mm) are different by 7.47 mm (44.1%).
The area based (12.97 mm) and the perimeter based (14.35 mm) are 1.38 mm (9.6%)
different.
Diameter and length measurements ofthe LMB of the VF model compared to
literature values are given in Table 3.6. The average diameter ofthe LMB is 9.9 mm.
This diameter is only 1% different than the diameter (10 mm) recorded by Eberle et al.
(1999). The transverse diameter (12.48 mm) ofthe VF model is within on standard
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deviation ofthe transverse diameter (1 1.6 mm) given by Oliver et al. (2006). The
anteroposterior diameter of the visible female does not fall within one standard deviation
recorded by Oliver et al. (2006), but the range ofdiameters were not given so further
comparison ofthis diameter could not be made. The VF LMB diameter is smaller than
dimensions given by Weibel (1964), Yeh and Schum (1980), Hofmann (1982), and
Phalen et al. (1985). These four articles describe symmetric mophometry's, where the
LMB would be equal to the RMB. But in fact, the diameter ofthe LMB is smaller than
the RMB and therefore could explain where the discrepancy ofthe dimensions comes
from.
Table 3.5: Summary ofRMB measurements. All units are in mm. Tr
'd'
is the transverse diameter,
Ap
'd'
is the anteroposterior diameter, Area
'd'
is the equivalent area diameter, and Perimeter
'd'
is







Measurement 1 15.60 10.33 13.01 14.11
Measurement 2 18.28 8.60 12.93 14.59
Average= 16.94 9.47 12.97 14.35
Length= 26.00
The length ofthe VF LMB was measured as 47.73 mm, which closely correlates
with dimensions given by Weibel (1964) and Horsfield et al. (1971) where the LMB
length varies from 47.6 mm (2.31% difference) to 50 mm (4.02% difference). The length
of the VF LMB falls within one standard deviation ofthe length (44 mm) given by Eberle
et al. (1999). Again, variations in lengths between the VF model and lengths given by
Yeh and Schum (1980), Hofmann (1982), and Phalen et al. (1999) could be due to how
the airway was measured, but the methods used were not recorded.
Diameter and length measurements ofthe RMB of the VF model compared to
literature values are given in Table 3.7. The average diameter (13.43 mm) ofthe VF
RMB is within one standard deviation of the diameter (12 mm) ofthe RMB recorded by
Eberle et al. (1999). The VF RMB diameter is larger than values recorded by Weibel
(1964), Hofmann (1982), and Phalen et al. (1985) where symmetric morphometry was
assumed (RMB diameter is equal to LMB diameter). The diameter of the RMB is
actually larger than the diameter of the LMB, and if averaged, the average diameter
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would be smaller than the RMB. The average ofthe VF RMB and LMB is 1 1 .67 mm,
which is more closely related to recorded symmetric morphometry.
Table 3.6: LMB dimensions from the literature compared to measurements taken from the VF
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The length ofthe VF RMB was measured as 26.00 mm, which is the same as the
dimensions given by Horsfield and Cumming (1968) where the RMB length was given as
26 mm (0.00% difference). Although the VF RMB length does not fall within one
standard deviation recorded by Eberle et al. (1999), it does fall within the recorded range
(8 mm to 36 mm). Differences in length dimensions between the VF model and Weibel
(1964), Yeh and Schum (1980), Hofmann (1982) and Phalen et al. (1985) could also be
from representing symmetric lung morphometries. When the length ofthe VF RMB and
LMB are averaged the average comes out to be 36.87 mm which is very similar to the
average length (37.925 mm) given by Phalen et al. (1985). Other inconsistencies could
be related to methods ofmeasurements, but the methods were not recorded.
3.2.3 Lobar Bronchi
The lobar bronchi branch from the main bronchi. The lobar bronchi of the VF model are
shown in Figure 3.5. Each airway in the lobar region was measured separately. The
diameter ofthe left superior lobar bronchus (LSLB) was measured in two places (at the
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start ofthe airway and at the end ofthe airway) due to the variation ofthe diameter along
the length (1 1 .09 mm) ofthe airway. The left inferior lobar bronchus (LILB) was much
shorter (5.76 mm) than the LSLB so the diameter was only measured in the center ofthe
airway. The dimension summaries are given in Table 3.8.
Table 3.7: RMB dimensions from the literature compared to measurements taken from the VF
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Table 3.9 gives the dimensions for the right lobar bronchi. The length ofthe RMLB
could not be determined because it is an outlet to the model. The lengths ofthe RSLB
(8.99 mm) and the RILB (5.50 mm) were less than 12 mm so the diameter measurements
were only taken at one cross section at the
center ofthe airways.
Only four articles from the literature give values for the lobar bronchi; three assume
symmetric morphometry and one gives asymmetric
dimensions. All diameter dimensions
and halfthe length dimensions ofthe VF lobar bronchi are most closely correlated with
the asymmetric diameters given by Horsfield et al. (1971). Discrepancies between the
VF diameter dimensions and recorded symmetric values from the literature could be
because they assumed symmetric morphometry.
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Figure 3.5: Shows Lobar Bronchi
Table 3.8: Summary ofL. Lobar Bronchi measurements. All units are in mm. Area
'd'
is the
equivalent area diameter, and Perimeter
'd'
is the equivalent perimeter diameter.

















Measurement 1 8.98 5.39 7.12 7.52 6.24 4.44 5.12 5.32
Measurement 2 10.12 5.39 7.33 7.96 7.08 4.54 5.44 5.85
Average= 9.55 5.39 7.22 7.74 6.66 4.49 5.28 5.58
Length= 11.63 8.78
All length dimensions of the VF lobar bronchi are lower (at least 20%)
than values recorded in the literature. Inconsistencies in lengths between the VF model
and lengths given in the literature could be due to how the airway was measured, but the
methods used were not recorded. In cases of shorter airways, like the lobar bronchi, the
method ofmeasurement could make a significant percent difference in how the lengths
correlate. The method used to measure the VF neglects the length within the triangle
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created by perpendicular planes to the parent and two daughter branches. If this value
were added to the length of these airways, it could increase the length by a few
millimeters which would significantly improve the correlation between the length of the
VF model and the values given in the literature.
Table 3.9: Summary ofR. Lobar Bronchi measurements. All units are in mm. Area
'd'
is the
equivalent area diameter, and Perimeter
'd'
is the equivalent perimeter diameter.

















Measurement 1 8.98 6.24 7.43 7.68 5.40 3.77 4.34 4.53
Length= 8.99 -









Measurement 1 6.37 | 6.00 6.29 6.58
Length= 5.50
Table 3.10 shows the dimensions ofthe LSLB when compared to dimensions
from the literature. The average diameter (7.48 mm) ofthe VF LSLB is only different
from the recorded asymmetric diameter (7.5 mm) ofHorsfield et al. (1971) by 0.27%.
The length (1 1 .63 mm) of the VF LSLB is shorter than all recorded values from the
literature.
Table 3.10: LSLB dimensions from the literature compared to measurements taken from the VF
model. All dimensions are in mm. Values are given as No. error unless other wise indicated.
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Table 3.1 1 gives the VF LILB diameters and length compared to values from the
literature. The average VF LILB diameter is 5.5 mm. This is lower than all recorded
values from the literature, however, the VF LILB diameter is most closely correlated with
the asymmetric diameter (8 mm) given by Horsfield et al. (1971). The length ofthe
LILB was measured to be 8.78 mm, which is lower than all recorded values from the
literature.
Table 3.11: LILB dimensions from the literature compared to measurements taken from the VF
model. All dimensions are in mm. Values are given as No. error unless other wise indicated.
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Table 3.12 shows the dimensions ofthe RSLB when compared to dimensions
from the literature. The average diameter (7.58 mm) ofthe VF RSLB is only different
from the recorded asymmetric diameter (7.3 mm) ofHorsfield et al. (1971) by 3.84%.
The length (8.99 mm) of the VF LSLB is shorter than all recorded values from the
literature.
Table 3.13 shows the dimensions ofthe RMLB when compared to dimensions
from the literature. The average diameter (4.5 1 mm) ofthe VF RMLB is only different
from the recorded asymmetric diameter (5.2 mm) ofHorsfield et al. (1971) by 0.69 mm.
The length ofthis airway was not recorded because it is an outlet to the model.
Table 3.14 shows the dimensions ofthe RILB when compared to dimensions
from the literature. The average diameter (6.3 1 mm) of the VF RILB is only different
from the recorded asymmetric diameter (6.4 mm) ofHorsfield et al. (1971) by 1.41%.
The length (5.50 mm) of this airway is lower than all recorded values from the literature.
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Table 3.12: RSLB dimensions from the literature compared to measurements taken from the VF
model. All units are in mm. Values are given as No. error unless other wise indicated.
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Table 3.13: RMLB dimensions from the literature compared to measurements taken from the VF
model. All units are in mm. Values are given as No. error unless other wise indicated.
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Table 3.14: RILB dimensions from the literature compared to measurements taken from the VF
model. All dimensions are in mm. Values are given as No. error unless other wise indicated.
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3.2.4 Symmetric Comparison ofGenerations 2-5
For comparison purposes airways are classified by generation starting at the second
generation. Some airways in the second generation are lobar bronchi, however many
symmetric models average dimensions by a generation, so the same was done here. Each
airway was measured and averaged for the whole generation. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show
the respiratory airways labeled using a binary system (Trachea being 1). Every time the
airways bifurcate another digit is added to the label ofthe daughter branches. This digit
is either a one or a two. A one is added for the daughter branch with the larger diameter
and a two for the daughter branch with a smaller diameter. For example, the trachea is
labeled as
'
1 The trachea bifurcates into the RMB and the LMB. The RMB is then
labeled
'11'
because it has a larger diameter than the LMB which is labeled
'12.'
The
second generation airways are labeled with three digits, third with four digits, the fourth
with five digits and the fifth generation with six digits.
The average VF diameters for generations 2-5 are all less than a millimeter smaller than
values given by Weibel (1964). The slight discrepancies between these values are
consistent for generations 2-5 and could be a result ofgender differences. The VF model
is based on a female lung, where as the values given by Weibel are based on male lungs.
All average length values of the VF model are lower than values recorded in the
literature. Length discrepancies are described in Section 3.5.3.
Table 3.15 gives the VF dimensions for the second generation airways. There are
four airways in this generation of the VF model. The average length ofthe second
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generation ofthe VF model was measured to be 1 1.95 4.48 mm. The average long
diameter was measured to be 8.90 1.61 mm, the average short diameter was found to be
5.92 1.34 mm, the average equivalent area diameter is 7.16 1.42 mm, and the average
equivalent perimeter diameter is 7.50 1.42 mm.
Table 3.16 gives the VF dimensions compared to morphology from the literature.
The average VF diameter ofthe second generation is 7.37 mm. This is less than a
millimeter different than the value (8.3 mm) recorded by Weibel (1964). Although the
average length (1 1.95 mm) ofthe second generation was lower than all recorded values
from the literature, individual airway lengths (18.38 mm) were very similar to recorded
values (19 mm and 17.8 mm) from Weibel (1964) and Yeh and Schum (1980).
Figure 3.6: Anterior view ofVisible Female model with airways labeled using dichotomous
branching. The trachea is generation zero.
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Figure 3.7: Posterior view ofVisible Female model with airways labeled using dichotomous
branching. The trachea is generation zero.
Table 3.15: Summary of the second generation airways. Area
'd'
is the equivalent area diameter,
and Perimeter
'd'
is the equivalent perimeter diameter.








111 18.38 10.42 7.62 8.71 9.00
112 8.99 8.98 6.24 7.44 7.68
121 11.63 9.55 5.34 7.22 7.74
122 8.78 6.66 4.49 5.28 5.58
Average= 11.95 8.90 5.92 7.16 7.50
Table 3.17 gives the VF diameter and length measurements for the third
generation. There are eight airways in the third generation oftheVF model. The lengths
ofsix airways were measured and averaged to represent the length ofthe third
generation. Two airways were excluded because they were outlets to the model. The
average length of the third generation was measured to be 6.95 2.57 mm. A long, short,
area based and perimeter based diameter were measured once in the center ofthe airway
for each airway. The average long diameter was found to be 6.02 1.63 mm, the average
short diameter is 4.13 0.91 mm, the equivalent area diameter is 5.02 1.18 mm, and
the equivalent perimeter diameter is 5.56 1 .88 mm.
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Table 3.16: Generation 2 dimensions from the literature compared to measurements taken from the
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'averages and standard deviation based on multiple airway measurements
Third generation airway dimensions ofthe VF and from the literature are given in
Table 3.18. The average diameter ofthe VF is 5.18 mm which is very similar to the
value (5.6 mm) given by Weibel (1964). The length ofthe airways in the third generation
was found to be 6.95 mm which is lower than all recorded values from the literature (at
least 8% different). Although the length dimension does not correlate with the
dimensions given in the literature, it does however, follow the pattern of airway lengths
given by Weibel (1964). The length ofthe third generation (7.6 mm) given by Weibel
(1964) is lower than the value given for the fourth (12.7 mm) generations which was also
the case for the VF model (6.95 mm < 8.06 mm).
Table 3.17: Summary of the third generation airways. Area
'd'
is the equivalent area diameter, and
Perimeter
'd'
is the equivalent perimeter diameter.








1212 8.51 4.52 3.18 3.64 3.84
1211 3.84 9.26 4.66
L
6.91 9.53
1222 - 4.38 3.56 3.86 3.95
1221 10.89 5.37 4.34 4.85 4.98
1121 4.63 7.54 4.12 5.96 6.46
1122 7.17 5.88 3.41 4.45 4.78
1111 6.67 5.80 6.02 6.11 6.39 |
1112 - 5.40 3.77 4.34 4.53
Average= 6.95 6.02 4.13 5.02 5.56
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Table 3.18: Generation 3 airway dimensions from the literature compared to measurements taken







































?denotes symmetric lung models
'denotes standard deviation from multiple airways for range
Table 3.19 gives the VF airway diameter and length measurements for the fourth
generation. In the fourth generation ofthe VF model there are 12 airways. Only three of
these airways are not outlets to the model, so the length (8.06 mm) ofthe airways in this
generation is only based on these three airways. A long, short, area based and perimeter
based diameter were measured for each airway at the center (ifa complete airway) or
outlet (if incomplete airway) ofthe airway and then averaged for the entire generation.
The length and each diameter were averaged to represent the generation as a whole. The
average length ofthe fourth generation was measured to be 8.06 0.91 mm. The average
long diameter was found to be 4.04 mm 1 .03 mm, the average short diameter is 2.96
0.54 mm, the equivalent area diameter is 3.37 0 .72 mm, and the equivalent perimeter
diameter is 3.53 0.80 mm.
Diameter and length values ofthe VF and from the literature for the fourth
generation are given in Table 3.20. The average VF diameter is 3.46 mm, which is
similar to the value (3.939 mm) given by Phalen et al. (1985). The average length of the
fourth generation of the VF model was found to be 8.06 mm which is only different from
the length (8.014 mm) given by Phalen et al. (1985) by 0.6%.
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Table 3.19: Summary of the fourth generation airways. Area
'd'
is the equivalent area diameter, and
Perimeter 'd' is the equivalent perimeter diameter.








12121 - 3.38 2.37 2.84 3.05
12122 - 3.23 2.39 2.73 2.81
12111 - 4.88 3.60 4.06 4.20
12112 - 3.85 3.10 3.46 3.58
12212 - 4.86 3.35 3.92 4.11
12211 7.08 5.85 3.89 4.58 4.85
11212 - 3.11 2.70 2.79 2.87
11211 8.86 3.92 2.92 3.37 3.48
11222 - 2.95 2.26 2.57 2.67
11221 - 3.19 2.55 2.51 2.67
11122 - 3.54 2.84 3.21 3.28
11121 8.25 5.69 3.50 4.40 4.84
Average= 8.06 4.04 2.96 3.37 3.53
The measurements for the VF diameters and the lengths ofthe airways of
generation 5 are given in Table 3.21 . In the fifth generation there are only 6 airways in
the VF model. All of these airways are considered outlets to the model so the length of
this generation was not measured. The diameters ofeach airway were measured at the
outlets of each airway. A long, short, area based and perimeter based diameter is given
for each airway and then averaged for the whole generation. The average long diameter
for the fifth generation was found to be 3.53 0.93 mm, the average short diameter is
2.57 0.68 mm, the equivalent area diameter is 3.00 0.74 mm, and the equivalent
perimeter diameter is 3.12 0.76 mm.
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Table 3.20: Generation 4 dimensions from the literature compared to measurements taken from the






































?denotes symmetric lung models
'denotes standard deviation from multiple airways for range
Table 3.21: Summary of the fifth generation airways. Area
'd'
is the equivalent area diameter, and
Perimeter
'd'









122112 4.15 2.40 3.19 3.42
122111 4.24 3.03 3.54 3.68
112111 3.21 2.84 2.99 3.05
112112 1.96 1.38 1.67 1.73
111212 3.22 2.47 2.83 2.97
111211 4.41 3.32 3.76 3.87
Average= 3.53 2.57 3.00 3.12
Table 3.22 gives the VF diameter and length dimensions and values from the
literature for the fifth generation. The average VF diameter for the fifth generation is
3.06 mm, which is very similar to values (3.5 mm and 3.133 mm) recorded by Weibel
(1964) and Phalen et al. (1985). The length ofthe fifth generation was not determined
because every airway in this generation was an outlet to the model.
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Table 3.22: Generation 5 dimensions from the literature compared to measurements taken from the






































'denotes standard deviation from multiple airways for range
3.3 Summary
In summary, the VF model compared well to available morphology studies. The
dimensions ofthe VF trachea were most closely related to dimensions given by Horsfield
and Curnming (1968) and Horsfield et al. (1971) where the diameter and length
dimensions were different by less than half a millimeter.
The length ofthe VF LMB most closely correlated with the symmetric data given
by Weibel (1964) and the asymmetric data given by Horsfield et al. (1971). The length
ofthe VF RMB most closely related (0 % error) to the asymmetric dimensions given by
Horsfield and Cumming (1968). The diameter ofthe VF LMB was most similar to the
asymmetric diameter recorded by Eberle et al. (1999), and the VF RMB diameter was
most similar to the diameter recorded by Hofmann (1982).
The VF diameters ofthe lobar bronchi were in good agreement with the
asymmetric diameters recorded by Horsfield et al. (1971). The lengths ofthese airways
were smaller than all recorded values, but where the closest to the asymmetric lengths
given by Horsfield et al. (1971).
The symmetric diameters ofthe VF model for the
2nd
generation were most
closely related to the symmetric data reported by Weibel (1964), while the lengths similar
to the symmetric data given by Phalen et al. (1985). For the
3rd
generation, both the
diameter and the length ofthe VF model were most closely related to the dimensions
given by Weibel (1964). For the 4th generation, both the diameter and the length ofthe
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VF model most closely correlated with the dimensions reported by Phalen et al. (1985).
The diameter ofthe 5 generation was most closely related to the diameter given by




Overall, for the trachea, main bronchi and lobar bronchi, where the data was
recorded as asymmetric dimensions, were in the best agreement with the asymmetric





the VF model, where the dimensions were given as symmetric dimensions, were most
closely related to the symmetric data reported by Weibel (1964) and Phalen et al. (1985).
Based on this comparison, the VF model is a good representation ofthe population.
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Chapter 4
Creation of the Upper Airways
4.1 Creating the Oral Cavity
Two models were created to represent the oral cavity, one to represent the mouth during
inhalation ofa cigarette and the second to represent the mouth during normal breathing.
The VF images could not be used to reconstruct the oral cavity because the mourn ofthe
VF was closed and could not be resolved. The oral cavity models were created using
Aquasil Ultra LV Smart Wetting Impression Material for an Independent Study (EMEM
698, winter quarter 06-07). 25 ml of the base was mixed with 25 ml ofAquasil catalyst.
The subject used to create the oral cavity models was a 22 year old female volunteer.
The smoker impression was created by first spooning most ofthe material into the mouth
and then sucking the material through a straw to mimic the mouth structure during the
inhalation ofa cigarette. The material was allowed to set for one to two minutes before it
was removed. The smoker replica is shown in Figure 4.1. For the normal breathing
model, material was spooned into the mouth and allowed to dry while the mouth was
slightly open and at rest. The normal breathing replica is shown in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.1: Sagittal view of the smoker replica.
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Figure 4.2: Sagittal view of the normal breathing replica.
After the impressions were made, they were scanned using the Model Maker
Z140 3D Scanner with a Romer Cimcore Infinite Arm in the Systems Modernization and
Sustainment Center (SMSC), Center for Integrated Manufacturing Studies (CIMS) at the
Rochester Institute ofTechnology.
The next step was to bring the scanned images into Geomagic for cleanup. This
was performed by a co-op student working in CIMS. During the scanning ofthe
impressions, fine details were lost which may underestimate the flow instabilities created
from the surface irregularities. The scanner had a resolution of 0.003 in. The losses of
details are shown in Figure 4.3. More fine detail was lost when initially scanning the
image than when the image was decimated.
Figure 4.3: Loss of fine detail during scanning. Left shows the impression and the right shows the
model in SolidWorks.
The files were exported from Geomagic in wavefront format (OBJ) and brought
into VP-Sculpt. The operation that was performed in VP-Sculpt was decimation. The
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smoker model was decimated from 31756 vertices to 7307 vertices and the normal
breathing model was decimated from 38728 vertices to 9257 vertices (Figure 4.4 and
4.5). After decimation the file was exported as a Binary STL file.
Figure 4.4: The smoker replica (a) before and (b) after decimation.
Figure 4.5: Normal breathing replica (a) before and (b) after decimation.
The Binary STL files were imported into SolidWorks to create a closed volume.
Files were then exported from SolidWorks as IGES and as a Standard for Exchange of
Product model data (STEP) to be compatible with CFD software.
4.2 Creating the Throat Model
The portion of the airways from the oral cavity to the glottis opening could not be created
from segmentation and 3D reconstruction ofthe VFD, so an alternative model was
created. This model includes the oropharynx, laryngopharynx and the larynx.
Dimensions ofthis region were taken from medical photographs and a partial cast
prepared by Kaitlyn Page (College of Science student) and created by the author and
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Ross Strebig (Mechanical Engineering student). A 3D graphical model was then created
by a medical illustrator, Jessica Weisman, in Maya (3D imaging software).
Multiple sagittal and anterior photographs were used to determine the dimensions
of the larynx model. The medical photographs ofcadavers were scaled to match the
dimensions of the VF. One sagittal image is shown in Figure 4.6 (Rohen, 2006). First a
known dimension was measured on the medical photographs and scaled to match the
same dimension on the VF model. On sagittal views, the anteroposterior diameter at the
start of the trachea was used to scale dimensions and on anterior views the transverse
diameter at the start of the trachea was used to scale. Unknown length, anteroposterior
diameter and transverse diameter dimensions were then measured and scaled using the
same scale factor.
A partial cast (Figure 4.7) was used to give spatial references where 2D
photographs could not. The cadaver ofan elderly woman was prepared and the lungs and
trachea were exposed. The esophagus was clamped closed near the opening to the
larynx, and the trachea was cut just before the first bifurcation. Silastic E (silicone
rubber) was used as the casting material and was injected through the bottom ofthe
trachea and through the mouth. The cut portion ofthe trachea was clamped closed after
filling and the mouth was open to the atmosphere during solidification ofthe casting
material. There was nothing blocking the nasal passage, so some material filled that
portion ofthe cadaver. The casting material was allowed to dry and then removed from
the cadaver. The portion of the cast that seeped into the nasal cavity was trimmed away.
The measurement ofthe cast that was used for the 3D throat model was the transverse
diameter ofthe throat region at the epiglottis. This dimension was not scaled because it is
an actual dimension where as the medical photographs could have been enlarged or
shrunk. The cast was not scanned and used for the entire region because there were air
bubbles in portions ofthe model that made the model incomplete.
The medical illustrator created an OBJ file that was imported into VP-Sculpt for
file format conversion. The file was exported as a STL so that it could be imported into
SolidWorks for measuring and combining with the other airway models that were
created.
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The dimensions measured from the medical images and the cast to create the
larynx model were done using a ruler and had an error of 0.5 mm. Figure's 4.8 and 4.9
show a comparison ofthe dimensions given to the medical illustrator and the dimensions
ofthe model created by the medical illustrator. Differences between the measurements
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Figure 4.6: Median sagittal section through the oral cavity and larynx (medical photograph) (Rohen,
J.W. 2006).
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Figure 4.8: Left panel- sagittal sketch ofdimensions measured from medical photographs and scaled
and measurements from the cast Right panel- model and dimensions measured in SolidWorks.
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Figure 4.9: Left panel- anterior sketch ofdimensions measured from medical photographs and scaled
and measurements from the cast Right panel- model and dimensions measured in SolidWorks.
Figure 4.10: Larynx Model. Anterior view (Left), Sagittal (Center), and Posterior view (Right).
The cast was mainly created from the medical photographs. The cast was not
used completely because it was an incomplete cast due to air bubbles, however, the final
geometry ofthis region compared well with the overall dimensions ofthe cast. Also, this
model is more realistic than other models being used because it includes the complex
geometry ofthe epiglottis, vocal folds and larynx. The uncertainty ofthis model
compares well with the uncertainty ofthe entire lung model.
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4.3 Combine VF model with Upper Airway Models
The larynx model and the VF model were combined in SolidWorks. The base of the
larynx model was merged with the top ofthe visible female model (Figure 4.1 1). No
extra material was added when combining these two models. The angle that was created
between the trachea and the throat model is a result of the orientation ofthe trachea in the
VF and is not an artifact ofthe combination ofthe two models. To complete the model,
the oral cavities needed to be attached. The smoker and normal breathing oral cavities
were attached to the cranial end ofthe larynx model (Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13).
These models were lined up and the throat model was extruded to the oral cavity model.
Approximately 5 mm ofmaterial was added. An extruded cut was used to remove any
excess material from the larynx extrusion. The addition ofmaterial and the trimming of
excess material during the combination ofthe three models could give a skewed
representation ofthe oropharynx. However, the overall model appears to be a good
representation ofthe upper airways and tracheobronchial region.
Figure 4.11: VF Model when attached to the larynx model. Anterior view (Left), Sagittal (Center),
and Posterior view (Right)
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Figure 4.12: Entire Smoker Model. Anterior view (Left), Sagittal (Center), and Posterior view
(Right).




The female lung model was completed by adding the oral model and throat model
containing the larynx, oropharynx and laryngopharynx. The oral cavity was made with
dental impression material and scanned to create a 3D computer model. The throat
model was made in Maya based on dimensions from medical photographs and a cast ofa
cadaver. The model is a good representation ofthe information that it was based on. The
only region ofquestion is the 5 mm at the oropharynx. The angle and placement of
models makes sense because ofthe orientation of the airways in the VFD and medical
photographs. The resulting model is more realistic than current models because it
includes a realistic oral cavity, throat and tracheobronchial region and is based on replica
casts, medical photographs and the VFD (selected from over 3,000 subjects). This model
will result in a better prediction ofparticle deposition based on these factors.
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Chapter 5
Grid Creation and Convergence
5.1 CAD Clean-up
The VF model was imported into Gambit (Fluent Inc. 2006) as a STEP file. Gambit is a
program that assists a user in building and meshing models for Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD). The operations that were performed in Gambit were volume
decomposition, geometry clean up, zone specifications and mesh generation.
The model was imported into Gambit as a single volume with 33,412 faces
(Figure 5.1). The first process that was performed was the division ofthe single volume
into 48 connected volumes. This was done for post processing purposes and was
performed first because the division ofthe volume needed to be applied to real entities.
The next operation carried out in Gambit was CAD clean-up. Figure 5.1 shows
the surface faces ofthe model before CAD clean-up. This larger number of small faces
could cause problems when trying to mesh the faces and the volume resulting in highly
skewed elements and elements with high aspect ratios.
When performing CAD clean-up, Gambit uses two types ofentities; real and
virtual. Real entities possess their own geometrical descriptions and are defined by
mathematical formulae that describe their locations and shapes. Virtual entities,
however, do not possess their own geometrical descriptions, and are instead defined by
referencing one or more real entities. The operation that was performed to remove the
small faces in each volume was merging. When two faces are merged in GAMBIT, a
single virtual entity replaces multiple real or virtual entities. The new virtual entity
represents the combination ofthe geometries ofthe merged entities and constitutes a
superset ofthe merged entities. An example of the merging operation is shown in Figure
5.2, where face. 1 is merged with face.2. A v_face. 3 is created that does not possess its
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own geometrical description, but is defined by the geometry ofthe underlying faces; face.
1 and face. 2 (Fluent Inc. 2006).







Figure 5.2: Merging two faces in GAMBIT. (Fluent Inc. 2006)
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The surface faces ofthe 48 volumes were merged to create a single face for each
volume (Figure 5.3). Having a single surface face for each volume allows for a better
quality mesh and ease of zone specification. The boundary zone types that were defined
in GAMBIT were: Wall, Velocity Inlet, and Pressure Outlet. There is one inlet to the
model and 17 outlets. The Wall ofthe model was divided into 48 separate wall
boundaries. Each wall boundary will represent a different region to determine local
particle deposition.
Figure 5.3: The smoker VF model with 48 volumes and merged surface faces.
5.2 Choosing a Solver
Solving turbulent flows exactly is too computationally expensive because ofthe
fluctuations ofthe velocity fields. Fluent offers several turbulent solvers that
time-
average, ensemble-average, or otherwise manipulate the instantaneous governing
equations that result in a modified set ofequations that are less computationally
expensive. They are the k-e models, k-co models, u2-/ model, Reynolds stress model
(RSM), detached eddy simulation (DES) model, and large eddy simulation model (LES)
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(Fluent Inc, 2006). No single turbulence model is accepted as the best solver for all flow
problems, accuracy required and computational capacity, so a turbulent solver needs to be
chosen on a case to case basis (Fluent Inc, 2006).
Before a grid was created, a turbulent solver was chosen so the grid could be
tailored to the solver. The Shear Stress Transport (SST) k-co turbulent solver was chosen
because it blends the robust and accurate formulation ofthe standard k-co model in the
near wall region with the free steam independence ofthe k-e model in the far field. The
k-co models in fluent are based on model transport equations for turbulent kinetic energy
(k) and the specific dissipation rate (co), which can be described as the ratio ofk to e.
When the transitional flow option is enabled while using the SST k-co turbulent solver it
allows for a low Reynolds number correction to the turbulent viscosity (Fluent Inc,
2006).
5.3 Grid Creation
5.3.1 Y Plus Convergence
When dealing with turbulent flows, extra attention needs to be paid to the near wall
regions because walls significantly affect turbulent flow. Viscous damping reduces the
tangential velocity fluctuations, while kinematic blocking reduces the normal fluctuations
in turbulent flows very close to a wall (Fluent Inc, 2006). In order to accurately solve
internal turbulent flows, special treatment needs to be applied to the near wall region.
Fluent offers two approaches for modeling the near wall region, one approach uses wall
functions to connect the viscosity affected region between the wall and the fully turbulent
region, and the second uses a fine mesh in the near wall region to allow the viscosity
affected region to be resolved. In this research, a fine mesh was used to resolve the
laminar sublayer, buffer region, and fully turbulent region. For the SST k-co turbulent
solver Fluent recommends that the mesh be resolved according to guidelines ofthe
Enhanced Wall Treatment. This approach fully resolves the viscosity affected near wall
region all the way to the viscous sublayer vfheny+~l and is acceptable when
v+








where p is the density, y is the distance from the cell center to the wall, u is the dynamic




where tw is the stress on the wall defined by,
(
Y25
rw=0.0332pF2 \-X= Equation 5.3
M )
where V is the average velocity, v is the kinematic viscosity and R is the radius.
The inlet velocity (9.468 m/s) is estimated based on flow rate that will be
discussed in a later section on boundary conditions for the smoker case and was used to
determine the vvalue at the inlet. This velocity results in a wall stress of0.5095
kg/ms2
and a friction velocity of0.644 m/s. With a value of 5 for v+, v was found to be 0.144
mm. From this, it could be determined that the cell size for these flow conditions would
be 0.288 mm. Based on these numbers a conservative case was run with a tetrahedral cell
size of 0.6 mm for the entire model (Figure 5.4 a and Figure 5.5 a). The maximum value
ofy+ in the first case was 1 1 .4 so the surface mesh was resolved in the red areas, (y+
values greater than 5) shown in Figure 5.5. The surface mesh in these areas was reduced
to 0.5 mm and increased the amount ofcells by 300,000 cells which resulted in
they+-
values shown in Figure 5.4 b and Figure 5.5 b. The maximum value of,y+ in this case
was reduced to 9.38, but further refinement was still needed. Again, the surface mesh
was reduced in the red areas (y+ values greater than 5) ofFigure 5.5 b. The inlet surface
mesh was reduced to 0.3 mm and all other red areas were reduced to 0.4 mm which
increased the number ofcells by 100,000 cells. y+ values for this case are shown in
Figure 5.4 c and Figure 5.5 c. The third case had a maximum
jH-
value of 8.8. Although
this value is higher than 5, no further refinement was carried out. As the surface mesh
was decreased the mesh skewness was increasing (from less than .8 to over 0.9) and the
number ofcells was approaching 1.5 million.
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Figure 5.4: y+ values, a) 0.6 mm surface mesh, b) 0.5 mm surface mesh in areas of high y+ values, c)
Further refinement of the surface mesh.
Figure 5.5: y+ values over 5 are shown in red. a) 0.6 mm surface mesh, b) 0.5 mm surface mesh in
areas of high y+ values, c) Further refinement of the surface mesh.
5.3.2 Steady State Grid Convergence
After the surface mesh was determined, grid convergence was performed starting with
the final mesh from the.y+ convergence and decreasing the amount ofcells in the center
of the airways. The three cases that were solved had 1,272,939, 1,339,707 and 1,423,199
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cells (Figure 5.6). The mesh with 1.27 million cells was created with a size function that
had a growth rate of 1.7 and a maximum cell size of2 (Figure 5.6 a). The mesh with 1.34
million cells was created with a size function that had a growth rate of 1 .6 and a
maximum cell size of 1 .5 (Figure 5.6 b). Finally the mesh with 1 .42 million cells was
created with a size function with a growth rate of 1 .2 and maximum cell size of 1 .5 at the
inlet and the outlets and other narrow airways and had a growth rate of 1 .6 and maximum
cell size of 1.5 in other areas (Figure 5.6 c). This was done to keep the number of cells
under 1.5 million cells.
Figure 5.6: Grid convergence, a) 1.27 million cells, b) 1.34 million cells and c) 1.42 million cells.
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These three cases were solved using an inlet velocity of 9.468 m/s and 0 gage
pressure at the outlets. The node based SST k-co solver was used. In all cases 6 orders of
magnitude of convergence was reached for continuity, x, y, and z, velocity and k,
however only 5 orders ofmagnitude of convergences was reached for co. The velocity
magnitude along a plane in the center of the airways is shown in Figure 5.7. Figure 5.8
shows the convergence ofthe maximum velocity ofthe three cases. The maximum
velocities for the three cases were 9.80 m/s (1.27 million cells), 9.89 m/s (1.34 million
cells) and 9.89 m/s (1 .42 million cells). To further show convergence the velocity
profile
was plotted at the epiglottis (Figure 5.9), where all three cases showed good agreement.
The flow was considered converged at 1.42 million cells and the grid was therefore used.
Figure 5.7: Velocity magnitude, a) 1.27 million cells, b)
1.34 million cells, c) 1.4 million cells.
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Figure 5.8: Maximum velocity grid convergence.
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Figure 5.9: Velocity profile at the epiglottis to show grid convergence.
5.3.3 Final Grid
After grid convergence was reached for the smoker VF model, the same mesh was
applied to the normal breathing VF model (Figure 5.10). The normal breathing VF model
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had 1,410,281 cells where as the smoker VF model had 1,423,199 cells. Although the
same mesh was applied to both models, the difference in the number ofcells is due to the
difference ofthe size ofthe oral cavity. To examine the grids further, the quality ofthe
mesh was determined.
Figure 5.10: Normal breathing VF model mesh.
The shape ofeach cell in a grid can significantly impact the accuracy ofthe
solution. The two main criterions to follow are cell skewness and aspect ratio. Skewness
is the difference between the shape ofa cell and the shape of an equilateral cell and as a
rule ofthumb should be less than 0.85, but no warnings are received unless the skewness
is above 0.97. Aspect ratio is the measure ofthe stretching ofa cell and is recommended
to be less than 5:1 (Fluent Inc, 2006).
For the smoker VF model the worst equisize skew element had a value of0.92
(Figure 5.1 1 a), which over the recommended value. Only 0.01% ofall elements were
over the recommended value of0.85, so the mesh was still used. The worst aspect ratio
element in the smoker VF model had a value of6.35 (Figure 5.11b) which is over the
recommended value. There were only two elements over the recommended ratio of 5, so
the grid is acceptable.
For the normal breathing VF model the worst equisize skew element had a value
of0.94 (Figure 5.12), which over the recommended value. Only 6 elements were over
the recommended value of0.85, so the mesh was still used. The worst aspect ratio
element in the normal breathing VF model had a value of 10.5 (Figure 5.12) which is
over the recommended value. There were only six elements over the recommended ratio
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of 5, so the grid is suitable. The locations of these elements were noted so that the flow
field solution could be closely scrutinized.
Figure 5.11: Mesh quality for the smoker VF model, a) Equisize skew and b) aspect ratio.
Figure 5.12: Mesh quality for the normal breathing VF model. The same cell had the worst equisize
skew and aspect ratio.
When CAD clean-up was performed the VF model was converted to a virtual
entity. This representation still showed each individual face that was merged to created
the virtual face (Figure 5.13 a). Having the surfaces ofthe model virtual allowed for
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further smoothing of the walls, which was apparent when the mesh was created (Figure
5.13 b). Figure 5.13 c shows the meshed surface with the mesh visibility turned to off.
So, although decimation occurred that reduced the number ofpoints that represented a
curve, using a virtual geometry allowed for the airways to become more round. The
extent to which this occurred can not be measured.
Figure 5.13: a) Represents a virtual face before meshing, b) represents a meshed virtual face, and c)
represents a meshed virtual face with the mesh visibility turned to off.
5.4 Steady State Assumption
Modeling the inhalation during normal breathing as steady state using a constant flow
rate has been done for several years. However, in smoking there is a pufftime where the
individual fills their mouth with smoke prior to inhalation of fresh air and the effects of
this on the fresh air inhalation needed to be determined before steady state was assumed
for the smoking model. To do this, the oral cavity was separated from the rest ofthe
model and solved as unsteady turbulent flow and compared to steady turbulent flow using
smoking flow conditions.
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Breathing parameters used in the normal and smoker models are shown in Table
5.1. The puff flow rate through a cigarette is 17.5 ml/s (1.05 1pm) (Dixon, 1992), which
results in an inlet velocity of0.3314 m/s for an 8.2 mm diameter cigarette, and the fresh
air inhalation after a puff is 30 1pm, based on a tidal volume of 1 500 ml, resulting in an
inlet velocity of9.468 m/s. The turbulence created in the smoker model using the steady
state assumption and the 30 1pm flow rate was determined to have a maximum k value of
3.85 m /s . This value was determined by looking at the turbulent contours and finding
the maximum value ofk. Based on this value, 3 trials ofthe oral cavity with different
initial turbulent kinetic energies (5, 3, and 1 m2/s2) were solved for 0.1 seconds as
unsteady flow and compared to the steady state case with no initial turbulence (Figure
5.14). Flow conditions are given in section 6.1 . It was found that all four cases had the
same maximum velocity and the same velocity profiles at the outlet after 0.1 seconds.
There was a slight discrepancy between the k values in the four cases. The case with the
highest initial value ofk (5 m2/s2) had the highest value ofk (3.69 m2/s2) after 0.1
seconds, and the steady state case had the lowest value ofk (3.61 m /s ). This
discrepancy was not significant and therefore the steady state assumption was made with
no initial turbulence. Physically, this means that we are modeling from the time just after
the puffand neglecting any turbulence and turbulent eddies that are present in the initial
puffvolume. The flow rate was also assumed to be constant in time.
Table 5.1: Breathing parameters for normal (Robinson et al, 2007) and smoking breathing
conditions.
Breathing Parameter Normal Smoking
Tidal Volume (mL) 500 1500
Puff time (sec) 0 2
Fresh air inhale time (sec) 1.6 3
Pause time (sec) 0.2 0.2
Exhale time (sec) 2.3 4
Total residence time (sec) 4.1 9.2
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Figure 5.14: The max velocity after 0.1 seconds for all cases is 9.85 m/s. The max turbulent kinetic











An unsteady filling tank trial was attempted for comparison purposes, since this
more realistically represents a smoker taking a puff. In this trial, the oral cavity was
treated as an evacuated cavity where air would fill the cavity for 3 seconds to represent
the initial puffofa cigarette. The initial time step required for this case was on the order
of le-08 seconds and would take weeks to solve as unsteady for 3 seconds. For the
filling tank problem, Fluent requires a mass flow boundary condition at the inlet and the
air had to be treated as compressible flow. So, as the air would fill the tank, the pressure
would change inside the cavity which changed the density of the air and would change
the inlet velocity. This would result in inlet velocities over 200 m/s and is unrealistic.
This trial was not completed due to these factors.
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5.5 Summary
After the two models were created, the smoker and normal breathing models were then
taken into Gambit where they were divided into zones, where the surface faces ofeach
zone were merged to create a single face, where each zone was specified as an outlet,
inlet, or a wall, and where the mesh was generated. The smoker model had a mesh with
1.42 million cells and the normal breathing model had a mesh with 1.41 million cells.
The quality ofboth grids were examined and found to be acceptable. The surface grid
was examined for turbulent calculations by checking the v+ value.
It was found that some portions ofthe model did exceed recommended values
(8.8 > 5) ofy+; however the grid could not be refined any further due to memory
constraints and negative impact mesh quality. After the surface grid was determined, grid
convergence was performed using grids with three different amounts ofcells (1.27, 1.35
and 1 .42 million). From comparing velocity and turbulence contours it was determined
that the grid had converged and the grid with 1.42 million cells was sufficient for this
work.
A trial was conducted to test the steady state assumption for the breathing pattern
of a smoker. The oral cavity was separated from the rest ofthe model and four cases
were run with four different initial values ofturbulent kinetic energy for 0.1 seconds.
From this trial it was determined that the turbulence created by the initial puffa cigarette






After the mesh file was created in Gambit, it was imported into Fluent. Fluent is a CFD
software package that is used for many different fluid flow and heat and mass transfer
problems. In Fluent, boundary conditions and operating conditions are set, solution
controls are selected and the flow characteristics are solved.
The boundary conditions used for the smoker and normal breathing model were
the same with the exception of the magnitude ofthe velocity at the inlet. In both models
a velocity magnitude normal to the inlet was applied. The velocity magnitude was
determined by the tidal volume and inlet area in each case. For the smoker model the
tidal volume was recorded as 1500 ml (see Table 5.1) for 3 seconds and has an inlet area
of 52.81 mm (cross sectional area of a cigarette), which results in an inlet velocity
magnitude of9.468 m/s. The maximum Reynolds number for the smoker is 2650. For
the normal breathing model the tidal volume was recorded as 500 ml (see Table 5.1) for 2
seconds and has an inlet area of50.32 mm (area ofmouth opening), which results in an
inlet velocity magnitude of4.962 m/s. Pressure outlets were used for the 17 outlets for
both cases. Zero gage pressure was applied to every outlet. The walls were set to no slip
walls.
The operating conditions used consisted ofpressure and gravity. The operating
pressure was 101325 Pa located at the origin and gravity (9.81 m/s) was applied in the
negative y direction.
Solution controls were set the same for the smoker and normal breathing cases.
The 3D-double precision, segregated implicit solver was used for the steady state, one
inhalation, and constant flow rate calculations. The turbulent SST k-co solver was used
with the Green-Gauss node based gradient option. The node based option gives better
results when using a tetrahedral mesh. A second order discretization scheme was used to
solve for pressure and a second order upwind discretization scheme was used for
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momentum, turbulent kinetic energy and specific dissipation rate. These options also
produce more accurate results when using a tetrahedral mesh.
Both models were allowed to iterate for approximately 5000 iterations before the
solution converged. In both cases the under relaxation factors were reduced to reach
convergence. Six orders ofmagnitude ofconvergence was reached for continuity, x, y,
and z velocity and k, however only 5 orders ofmagnitude ofconvergences was reached
for co.
6.2 Flow Solutions
After the solution ofboth models had converged, a flow comparison was made between
the smoker and the normal breathing models. Velocity and turbulence contours were
examined at a few locations to show the similarities and differences ofthe flow
characteristics between the two models. Figure 6.1 shows the difference in velocity of
the smoker model to the normal breathing model along the midsagittal plane. The
maximum velocity in the smoker model was 9.89 m/s where as the maximum velocity in
the normal breathing model was 6.67 m/s, both occurred in the oral cavity. The velocity
ofthe smoker model was expected to be higher than the velocity ofthe normal breathing
model based on the inlet velocity magnitudes that were inputted. In both models the
velocity magnitude increased at the glottis and epiglottis. Figure 6.2 shows the difference
in turbulent kinetic energy ofthe smoker model compared to the normal breathing model
along the midsagittal plane. The maximum turbulence in the smoker model was 3.85
") ~) 0 0
m/s and the maximum turbulence in the normal breathing model was 1.79 m /s . The
smoker turbulence was also expected to be higher based on the velocity magnitude at the
mouth. Again, both models shared similar contours, but had different magnitudes.
Based on the flow characteristics ofthe midsagittal plane, contours at the
epiglottis and glottis were examined. Figure 6.3 shows the velocity comparison at the
epiglottis and glottis opening ofthe smoker model to the normal breathing model. An
increase in velocity was expected at these locations based on the geometry. The flow of
the normal breathing model has the same characteristics as the smoker model, but the
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Figure 6.1: Velocity (m/s) comparison of a) smoker model and b) normal breathing model.
Figure 6.2: Turbulent kinetic energy (m/s ) comparison of a) smoker model and b) normal breathing
model.
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Figure 6.3: Velocity (m/s) comparison of a) epiglottis opening of the smoker model, b) glottis opening
of the smoker model, c) epiglottis opening of the normal breathing model and d) glottis opening of
the normal breathing model.
To test whether the differences in the flow fields was due to the mouth shape or
the difference in velocity, an additional case was ran. The normal breathing model was
ran using the smoking model boundary conditions. That is, the normal breathing model
was ran with an inlet velocity condition of 9.468 m/s. Figure 6.3a shows the difference in
velocity ofthe smoking model compared to the normal breathing model along the
midsagittal plane. You can see that the velocity contours ofboth models are within the
eyeball norm ofeach other. The main differences occur in the oral cavities, and it
appears that most differences are flushed out before the larynx. This would lead to the
conclusion that the main difference in particle deposition is due to the flow rate at which
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Figure 6.3a: Velocity of a the smoking case compared to the normal breathing model at the smoking
conditions.
6.3 Discrete phase
After the flow fields were solved for in both models particles were injected and
deposition was determined. Fluent uses the Lagrangian solution technique to predict the
trajectory ofdiscrete phase particles. The particle trajectories are calculated by
integrating the force balance equation defined by,
dt
=Fd+j_+Fx Equation 6.1
where Vp is the velocity of the particle, t is time, Fd is the drag force (Fd is defined as a
negative value), g is gravity, pp is the density ofthe particle, and Fx is any other forces.
Previous work (Robinson et al. (2007) and a thesis completed by Pamela Snyder at the
Rochester Institute ofTechnology detail the accuracy ofFluent when compared to
analytical equations, other CFD packages and experimental work.
In Fluent, particles can be defined several different ways. For this research a file
was used. Inert unit density (1000 kg/m3) spherical particles with a diameter of 0.1, 1, 3,
5, 9, and 10 microns were created. In the case of smoke, the range ofparticle sizes is
from 0.1 um (fresh) to 7 urn (coagulated and hygroscopic growth) (Robinson and Yu,
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2001). For the smoker model, a random distribution of 50,000 particles was created in a
circle with a radius 0.3 mm smaller than the inlet radius to avoid immediate deposition of
particles that are injected in the wall elements. For the normal breathing model a
rectangle, which falls just inside (about 0.3 mm) the inlet, of 50,000 randomly distributed
particles was created. The file was created by a Java script utilized by Robinson et al.
(2005) and compiled in J-Builder SE 7 (Borland Software Corporation). In each case the
same random distribution was used for each particle size.
Fluent reports the fate ofparticles as five different types; escaped, incomplete,
trapped, evaporated, or aborted. An escaped particle is a particle that leaves the domain.
An incomplete particle exceeds the maximum number oftime steps needed to complete
the solution ofthe particle fate. The maximum number oftime steps was set to 1E07 and
was sufficient to track all but a few particles (less than 70). The trapped fate is a result of
a particle ending at a wall boundary. The discrete phase boundary condition on the walls
was set to trap, which means that ifa particle enters the wall element it would be
considered deposited. The evaporated fate is a result ofparticles evaporating or being too
small to track, neither ofwhich happened in this research. The aborted fate is a result of
an error in calculating the particle trajectory, which also did not occur. Particles were
solved as steady state and uncoupled. When the solution to the particle trajectory
equations is finished, Fluent gives a particle fate summary with the number ofparticles
with each fate. Using the total amount of trapped particles and the number ofparticles
injected, total particle deposition can be determined.
Figure 6.4 shows the particle deposition ofthe smoker model compared to the
normal breathing model. The smoker total deposition varied from 17.62 to 66.98 % over
the range ofparticle sizes, while the normal breathing model varied from 1 1 .02 to 43.68
% over the range ofparticle sizes. In this figure the oral cavity and the throat region are


























Figure 6.4: Total particle deposition for the smoker and normal breathing models.
In the particle fate summary, Fluent gives the number ofparticles that escape
though each boundary or that are trapped in each boundary. Since both models were
divided into smaller zones, regional and local particle deposition can be determined
quantitatively through the particle fate summary. Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 give regional
percent particle deposition for the smoker and normal breathing model in the oral cavity,
oropharynx, larangeopharynx, larynx, trachea, LMB and RMB. Here you can see that the
percent deposition was higher in the smoker model and increased with particle size in
each region for both models. In both models there was the most percent deposition in the
throat region (zones 6 through 15) for particles sizes of 0.1, 1, 3, 5, and 9 microns, and
the most deposition in the oral cavity (zones 1 through 5) for 10 micron particles.
Table 6.1: Regional particle deposition in the smoker model
Percent Deposition (%)
Particle size (urn) 0.1 1 3 5 9 10
Oral Cavity 4.64 4.95 5.19 6.63 26.59 33.91
Throat 5.00 5.50 7.21 15.22 29.52 32.53
Trachea 2.00 2.03 2.96 8.04 9.97 7.17
LMB 0.65 0.75 1.11 0.56 0.14 0.21
RMB 0.27 0.24 0.47 0.11 0.04 0.37
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Table 6.2: Regional particle deposition in the normal breathing model.
Percent Deposition (%)
Particle size (urn) 0.1 1 3 5 9 10
Oral Cavity 1.47 1.60 1.63 1.97 6.79 9.94
Throat 2.15 2.25 2.28 2.33 8.00 11.98
Trachea 0.82 0.70 0.75 0.97 4.82 4.16
LMB 1.73 1.74 2.07 2.43 2.53 2.84
RMB 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.22 0.05 0.08
The amount ofparticles that enter each lobe of the lung was also determined. In
the smoker model more particles enter the upper lobes (54.8 %) than the lower lobes. In
the normal breathing model approximately the same amount ofparticles enter the upper
(50.2 %) and lower lobes. The particles enter each lobe represent particles with the
potential to deposit in each zone. These percentages can be used to compare to in-vivo
deposition with respect to the lobes ofthe lung.
Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 show quantitative local deposition over each zone that
the models were divided into. Percent deposition is given for each zone in each model.
When the models were divided into the zones, there is an extra zone in the RMB for the
normal breathing model (4 in the smoker model and 5 in the normal breathing model).
This is worth noting when making a quantitative comparison of local particle deposition
for the RMB. However, this does not effect regional deposition. All other zones where
the same for the smoker and normal breathing model. Also, zones at the model exits are
incomplete and would give an underestimate ofdeposition ofa complete 3 to 5
generation model. It is worth nothing the inconsistent particle deposition in the smoker
model for particles sizes of 9 and 10 microns. This is due to random particle positions at
the inlet and can be reduced by increasing the number ofparticles injected into the model
(Robinson et al. 2006).
Fluent also offers a graphical representation of local deposition. This is done by
writing the exact particle position ofevery
particle on a boundary or a plane using the
Report Discrete Phase feature. In this research, particle summaries were written for each
wall boundary and plotted on the model in Gambit. Figure 6.7 shows local deposition for
0.1 micron particles in the smoker model, Figure 6.8 shows local deposition for 0.1
micron particles in the normal breathing model, Figure 6.9 shows local deposition for 10
micron particles in the smoker model and Figure 6.10 shows local deposition for 10
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micron particles in the normal breathing model. The 0.1 micron particles deposited more
dispersedly than the 10 micron particles even though less particles were deposited in the
0.1 micron case. These figures also show the difference in local particle deposition
between the smoker and the normal breathing models. Here you can see the
concentration ofparticles at the back ofthe throat, at the vocal cords and at the
bifurcations. The percent deposition in the bifurcation zones in the smoker model
compared to the nonsmoker model are shown in Figure 6.11.
6.4 Summary
CFD was performed on both models with the same solution parameters. The 3D-double
precision, segregated implicit solver was used for steady state flow calculations. The
turbulent SST k-co solver was used with the Green-Gauss node based gradient option. A
second order discretization scheme was used to solve for pressure and a second order
upwind discretization scheme was used for momentum, turbulent kinetic energy and
specific dissipation rate. Both models had the same boundary conditions with the
exception ofthe velocity magnitude at the inlet. The velocity inlet magnitude was 9.468
m/s and 4.962 m/s for the smoker and normal breathing models respectively. These
values were based on tidal values of 1500 ml and 500 ml and inhale times of 3 seconds
and 2 seconds for the smoker and normal breathing models respectively. The boundary
conditions at the outlets were zero gage and the walls were set to no slip. In both cases
the models iterated with the adjustment ofthe under relaxation factors for approximately
5000 iterations before the solutions converged (at least 5 orders ofmagnitude).
Particle deposition was determined in the two models. 50,000 inert unit density
spheres with a density of 1000
kg/m3
were created and injected at random positions into
the domain at the inlet ofeach model. The particle trajectories were solved for as steady
state and uncoupled. Total, regional and quantitative local deposition was determined.
It was found that there was more particle deposition in the smoker model (45 % ofall
particles) than the normal breathing model (21 % ofall particlesO, and that in both










Figure 6.6: Quantitative local particle deposition for the normal breathing model.
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Figure 6.8: 0.1 micron particle deposition in the normal breathing model.
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Figure 6.9: 10 micron local particle deposition for the smoker model
Figure 6.10: 10 micron local particle deposition for the normal breathing model.
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Figure 6.11: Percent deposition in Bifurcation Zones.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
This research gives valuable results pertaining to lung deposition studies. It has
quantified the particle deposition in the oral cavity, larynx region and generations 0 to 5
ofthe respiratory tract during the inhalation ofa cigarette and during normal breathing. It
was found that the percent particle deposition increased from the normal breathing model
to the smoker model, which is significant in two ways. The deposition results from these
models can not actually be compared to human subject data because these models do not
include the alveoli.
First it shows that many particles are depositing in the upper respiratory tract
while smoking. In the smoker model, there is a significant amount ofparticles that
deposited in the oral cavity (13.6 %) and throat region (15.8 %) and 45 % of all particles
tracked deposited in the upper airways. This significant amount ofdeposition implies
correlates to in-vivo studies (Jemal, 2005) and could explain the amount oforal cavity,
larynx and lung and bronchi cancer.
Second it shows that more particles travel deeper in the lungs in the normal
breathing case. 79 % ofall particles that entered the normal breathing model exited the
model and therefore would have the potential to deposit deeper in the lung. More gas
exchange occurs deep in the lung so translocation ofparticles to other organs seems more
likely in a nonsmoker than in a smoker.
Further studies need to be conducted to examine the relationship between high
deposition ofparticles in the upper airways of a smoker and how it relates to cancer and
the relationship between particles that travel deeper within the lung and cancer in
nonsmokers. This study does not prove that more particles deposit deep in the lung ofa
nonsmoker, it just shows that the possibility exists.
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A study by Lee et al. (1998) gave reason to compare the deposition of a smoker to
a nonsmoker. Lee (1998) showed that there were more tumors in the upper lobes of the
lung (75.7 %) of smokers compared to nonsmokers (56.5 %). This research shows that
54.8 % ofparticles that enter the lobes ofthe lungs enter the upper lobes of the smoker
model and that 50.2 % ofparticles that enter the lobes ofthe lung enter the upper lobes of
the normal breathing model. Although the percentages ofparticles that enter each lobe
do not directly correlate with the percentage oftumors in that region, the particle pattern
found in this study supports the claim by Lee et al. (1998).
7.2 Limitations/ Future Work
There are a few limitations to this study that are worth noting for the progression of
future work. First, the mesh should be refined in areas where v+ exceeds the
recommended values to ensure flow accuracy at the walls. This was not performed in this
research due to memory limitations. Second, the CFD analysis should include an
unsteady state analysis to further examine the effects ofthe initial puffofcigarette smoke
and the secondary inhalation of fresh air on particle deposition. Secondary inhalation for
normal breathing is not constant in time. It is likely that for smokers that it is also steady.
Again this was neglected from this research due to memory constraints. Also, the
pressure boundary conditions should vary per generation. In this research it was assumed
that all the outlets had the same pressure value, but in fact, due to truncated airways and
unaccounted for downstream conditions, the pressure at each outlet would likely be
different. Pressures were kept constant for this work so that a comparison can be made
with future experimental data.
Other future work should include an extensive comparison between the particle
deposition determined from this study and specific sites ofcancer in the respiratory tract.
Quantitative local deposition was determined and should be compared to sites of cancer
in the lung to give insight about cancer as it relates to mouth shape and flow rate when
inhaling particles. Also, additional airway generations could be added (using HRCT for
example) and additional merging with medical illustrator models for smaller airways and
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The lungs are the vital organs of respiratory system that are responsible for the exchange
ofoxygen into the blood and for the removal of carbon dioxide. The respiratory muscles
along with the diaphragm act to increase the intrathoracic volume, which creates a
negative pressure around the lungs causing the lungs to expand. This prompts the
conduction ofair through the upper respiratory tract and into the trachea and airways and
finally into the alveoli where gas exchange occurs. Breathing exposes the lung to dust
particles, bacteria and viruses. (Gray's Anatomy 2005)
The upper respiratory airways consist of the oral cavity and the larynx region. The
larynx is an air passage than extends from the tongue to the trachea (Figure 13.1). The
larynx also houses an organ ofphonation (talking). The vocal folds that are used for
phonation are formed from the free thickened upper edge ofthe cricovocal membrane.
The rima glottidis or glottis is the space between the vocal cords. The glottis is the
narrowest part of the larynx, and its width and shape can vary during respiration and
phonation. (Gray's Anatomy 2005)
The trachea is a tube like structure that is formed ofcartilage and muscle
membrane. The anterolateral portion ofthe trachea is made from incomplete cartilage
rings which hold a circular shape to the trachea for this portion. However, the posterior
side ofthe trachea is a flat muscular wall. Posterior to the trachea is the esophagus.
The trachea descends from the larynx and ends when it divides into right and left main
bronchi (Figure 12).
The right main bronchus (RMB) is wider, shorter and more vertical than the left
main bronchus (LMB) and divides into the right superior lobar bronchus (RSLB), right
middle lobar bronchus (RMLB), and the right inferior lobar bronchus (RILB). The LMB
divides into the left superior lobar bronchus (LSLB) and the left inferior lobar bronchus
(LILB). (Gray's Anatomy 2005)
The right lobe is divided into three lobes: a superior lobe, middle lobe and inferior
lobe which are fed by the RSLB, RMLB and RILB, respectively. The left lung is divided
into two lobes: a superior and an inferior lobe. The superior lobe is fed by the LSLB, and























Figure 3.1: Sagittal section showing main respiratory components.
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